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Students give11 
new drop date· 
By Jennifer Hightower 
The perioJ to drop classes has 
been ext<rnded from three to five 
weeks for the 1986-87 school 
year. 
The current $25 fee will still 
be in effect after the third Friday 
of each semester, which is 
actually only two · and a half 
weeks into the semester because 
school begins mid-week. 
must come up for review in two 
years, according to Ethier. ' · 
"Ouring the two and a half 
we<Jks, we know that students 
have a hard time getting 
courses," said Joseph Murdock, 
chairman of the academic stand-
ards committee. "This will gi.ve 
them a chance to get through 
one round of tests so they w1H 
have what we call a 'grade-
. predictor' ." 
- Jennifer, iong Oeft) . an'd. Jess~c~ Ko_~ppJi~ t3-king ~~v~nt~ge of..soJn~ .fi~e-· weather. Temperanir'ts · 
this week wer~ unusually high00 for this ~ime of year. (Jon Kinson) · · ·t· - · 
This ' fee will "encourage 
~tudents who have m_ade up 
their minds .to get their paper-
work in' on a timely basis," said 
Stephanie Thomas,. executive . 
director of administrative ser- · 
vICes .. 
In the past, there was a $25 
charge for dropping a das~ after 
· three weeks, yet the final drop 
date was not until mid-semester. 
· In adqitiori to giving students 
a better chance to evalt\ate their 
courses before having to make 
a decision, t"here is a second 
advan.tage;--Thomas said that. 
the five week dt;op dare is a good 
compromise qetwl~n the pres-
ent three week penod and the 
mid-se'mester drop date of a two 
·By Bud Alexander to fin,d out ·what they care had been pushi~g for two years 
Ooug "Dew,ey" Lachance and about," said Ablondi of these . for a drop date e~tension, ·and 
Jay Ablondi, next year's candi- ·· visits. that :was the deciding facror. 
dates for student body president, "A lot of pedple we talked to· Lacha·nce stated that pressure 
wit I square off in a debate, didn't know how the senate through student aetivists instead 
Monday afternoon in· the Gran- works," said Abl~mdi. J-le stated of. pressure through the student 
iteStateRoomof.theMUBfrom :that as president ·he would senatewas' thewaytogetthings 
e:xplore different ways ,to have · done. He proposed student 
student concerns addressed in petitions and sit-ins as a better 
the senate. , . alternative to gain the attention 
· DOUG LACHANCE 
2:00 to 4:00. 
Both candidates have been 
busy campaigning about cam-
-pus, trying to gain student. · 
support before the election on 
Tuesday and Wednesday. 
Ablondi claimed that he- has 
been reaching students by vis-
iting large groups such as Greek 
houses and hall council meet-
ings. 
"Jr has been ~eally htlpful to 
see what's on tlu: students minds 
One alternative he suggested of the administration. 
was the instillation of a "gripe- . "You 've got to picket, get out _ 
line," which would allt)w stu- in front of T-hall and hold up 
d(:nts to speak to senators in the a sign," said Lachance. "You · 
senate office and voice criticism, need somebody to lead them 
opinions and suggestions. · 
' ' Lachance Stated that he too, 
has been addressing various 
groups about campus, asking 
for feedback on different issues. 
Hepromised that if he 'is eleeted 
he will continue this operi · 
commuAication, by meeting 
with a different student group 
. once a week · , 
"We"ve got to get out in the 
hallways·, talking to students," 
said Lachance. 
Ablondi claimed tha.t he 
woutd work hard at maintaining 
open ·communcatiqn between 
the senate and the UNH admin-
istration. He cited the extended 
drop date as an example of the . 
impor-tance of this communi-
cation. He said that an extended 
drop date was a serious concern 
to the senate and the pressure 
tlw senate put on the admin- JAY ABLONDI 
istration helped bring about the (the students)." 
extension. Abl d. d d h on I re~ pon e t_o r ese 
According to Lachance the 
senate's role was minimal in 
bringing abmir this decisi~m. He 
said that the acaJemic senate CAMPAIGN, page 13 
The .bill to ~xtend the drop 
date was proposed by the aca -
demic council and passed by the · 
student senate, accon,iing to 
Snident Body President Deanne 
Ethier. The senators .then spoke 
to faculty and administration 
members. · 
The academic standards com-
mim~e presented the bill to the 
academic senate 'which passed 
the new drop date by a majority 
Monday night. 
"It definitely helped that 
there was •()pen t:ommun"ication 
between students and admin-
istration this year. The students 
talked to them orie-on-one and 
it showed," saiJ Ethier. · _ 
Another ·, bill wa·s passed · 
which said the new drop date · 
years ago. . . 
The niid-semester drop date 
allowed students to sign up for 
five courses and then drop th~ 
one they were doing least well 
in by _'mid-semester, Thom.as 
said. This prevented ·s.tudents 
from gettitig courses b~_ca,use 
some students Were taking them 
on a trial basis .and'f illing seats. 
Murdock said this may still 
be a problem. "If students:decide . 
to play games with this <,five 
wee"k drop period) and dec.ide 
· to take six courses and then drop 
· two, it does tie up slots, panic-
ul_arly in general ed's which 
people have trouble getting into 
as it is," he said. Murdock said 
DROP DA TE, page 10 
Substance abuse 
_., . ' 
revealed in survey 
By Jim Church 
Nearly half of UNH students 
have been drunk three or more 
thnes in the last month. Almost 
a quarter of them curre_ntly 
smoke marijuana, a-nd seven 
percent regularly use cocaine. , 
These statistics are the results 
of two surveys of nearly 450 
, UNH students, administered · 
. by the UNH Pulse Survey Cori1-
m i ttee to determ'ine· the level 
of alcohol and drug abuse at 
UNH. . 
Half of UNH students use 
their cars or go in friends' cars 
when they go out for a drink, 
according to the survey. 
The Pulse Survey Committee 
is a group <Jf st'udents, faculty 
anJ staff who administer polls 
to assess major student prob-
lems and needs. 
The studies, which also polled 
students to determine their level · 
of awar~ness abo_ut drug and 
alcohol problems at UNH, 
found students to be pervasively 
concert1ed abour- 'substance 
abuse. 
Haif the student body thinks 
drugs are used to a "great 
extent" at UNH, and almost 
halt are concerned about frieods 
and peers they know personally 
who use drugs. Two-thirds of 
UNH students said they believe 
there are a great deal of akohol-
re lated behavioral problems. 
However, o.nly one of eve.ry 
twenty-five UNH students be-
SEE SURVEY 
RESULTS ON PAGE 5 
. ( 
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UNH dairy·. bar 
., . .. ' 
:bas · a rich history 
By R;oy-AJ<?nZO - trains passed through town each -
. , Durhain!s :famous railroad . day. They had names like '.'State 
s-iari<,m;.wh1ch tuni; 90.this year-, of Maine," ''Bar Harbor Ex-
is ,coniidefec;La das~ic example . press," and "Flying ,Yankee" 
.. of.(ul'.ri-of-th~~c<mtury railroad (the first str.eamliner to serve 
.:arch}rectute. The s:rnall Victo- Durham) . The trains ran on· 
'.ria~: deppr: ~e{l:ki;1own to ra:il- time in -chose days, .and focal 
:rdad boffs:~Q.d t:v:en·better.kr1own ;_ people could teU ·whidi train 
' t-0 ice -cteam .lovers as ·the UNH . was p<1,ssing by jus·t by looking 
;o'a·kY: Jfai,~h~a:s'·an :illustrious at their watch. 
past ·. · · , ··. -- · - . Many students commuted to 
: ~ it~i:li: : :Ji:~ 18~6, the depot :· UNH by train. Jr. was common 
sei-ye:cf ~ne:E;isJ.: I.,yn·n, Ma·ssa - for as many as 200 students to 
chi1setts.•passenger:$ of the Bos--~ returq to campus on the Sunday 
Jo.:n :& ;Maiiie ;R,a'.ilioad· for 16 . - night-train: At vacation times, 
ye:a-rs: ·: _.. : : . :·: .. : · ~ · . . .. -, the stat.ion bustled with party-
: ~:J:n J9'.12)~ wa:s:qism~ntfocl aµd~ : :like· activity as students, loaded 
,~hip:ped_ by) .:a:il ~6 :DurhJun, New· · -wirh :luggage, waited for their 
"Hampshire' where 'it .would be · . trains. . . , 
reconstructed to, serve a greater Duriflg World War II, the 
need as the sta.tion .for the tiny, c6iJege's )ROTC unit was· induct-
but growing college ·community ed into federal service the week 
for the next 5 5 years. of the junior prom and shipped 
For. ma~y years, a~ l9-!iL!6 out from the Durham train 
Tlie (former_) Durham railroad station celebrates its 90th birthday this year. Trains now thunder 
through, no longer stopping to pick i1p passengers. (Roy Alonzo photo) " · 
st3:tion. Some time later, _two : The Durham Historical Mu- . turned over to the Thompson 
platoons ,returned home from seu m has two long, bamboo · Schoolfoodservice management 
the war through the _same sta- · · poles that were used to deliver program. The facility was re -
tion. messages to train engin~ers . decorated with a railroad decor 
The station agent would r<;ceive by students and the menu was 
a telegraph message, write it, expanded . 
. down and clip the note to the ' Railroad enthus.iasts located 
end of the. pole. As th_e trai·o the original baggage ·wagons, 
passed, he would hold the pole • which had 6een lost for years, 
lip so the engineer could grab and returned them to the sta~ 
it. The engineer would remove tion. Other friends of raifroad-
the note and toss the pole onto ing have donated de<;:prative 
the ground for the station agent objects, such as the collection 
to retrieve. .of train conductor's buttons 
At 7:09 p .m., on June 30, given in memory of a Massa-
1967, the last ·regular passenger chusetts man's son. 
train stopped in Durham. The Former railroad employees 
station was shut down for visit the dairy bar frequenrly 
several years after that, until and like to share their recollec-
it was purchased by UNH for tions with the waitresses and 
$1, fro{ll the H & ~ R;:iilroad. fellow diners. , 
lt ,was~reopened and operated Four yea~s ago,' the ' tr'acks 
as a dairy bar by the Dairy were rebuilt and· since then the 
Science Department. frequency of passing trains has 
Aside from its reputation as increased . Now, in the warm 
au- ice cream parlour, the UNH weather, diners are able to ,sit 
Dairy Bar became noted for in the sidewalb:afe by trackside, 
selling quail eggs (a by-product and on occasion enjoy the nos-
of a research project that lasted talgic experience of waving to 
for several years).- In her travel the engineer of a passing freight 
guide entitled "A Beginner 's train. 
Boston.," author Laurel Ulrich Today' the station restaurant 
direct~ travelers to UNH with serves as a training facility for 
the foflowing item: "Quail Eggs. Quantity .Food Prodl,lction and 
A quarter dozen at the ag-sdiool Sales Promotion classes. 
The building now hous·es the UNH Dairy Bar, but it nonetheless still r~tains the unmistakable 
charactt;ristics of it~ former Pl!rpose. (Roy Alonzo photo) . . 
dairy bar, housed in a Richard- . The Dairy Bar is planning a 
·sonesque railroad station at the series of promotional e-vents 
University of New Hampshire, this year to celebrate the 90th 
Durham." birthday of this historical struc-
ln 197<5, the dairy bar was 
~ • ~ ' f • •'' • • ,. • • • .. :• 
.ture. 
NEWS -IN BRIEF 1 
•-~~-------~----------
· Wallace announces 
· retirement 
Alabama Governor George Corely Wallace said 
Wednesday he was retiring from public life after 
dominating Southern and Alabama politics for 
almost 30 years, from the years of ,segregation to 
the new era biracial politics. 
The ailing 66-year-olcl Wallace said, "I feel that 
I've climbed my last political mountain," when 
he told hundreds of friends and reporters from 
aro,und the nation he would not be seekng a fifth 
· term. 
Wallace first took office in 194 7 as a state 
legislator. His political ca-reer reacheq its zenith 
in 1972 when he ran for Pr~sident, but the campaign 
was cut .short by a would".'be-assasin's five bullets, 
one of which left Wallace permanently paralyzed 
from the waist down. But Wallace will probably. 
be best remembered for a comment made during 
his first gubernatorial inaugural address, "Segre-
gation ~ow, segregation tomorrow, ·segregation 
forever. 
Peace Corps celebrate_ 
25th Anniversary 
A commemoration celebrating the 25th anni-
versary of the Peace Corps will be hel~ next month 
atDartmouth College. 
The eventwill honor the 120,000men and women, 
including 695 from New Hampshire, who have 
served in the Peace Corps since its incept'ion in 
1961 under President John F. Kennedy. _ 
The Dartmouth event, billed as a symposium. 
and scheduled for May 16 and 17, will focus 'on · 
America's role in helping Third World nations 
overcome-poverty, hunger, illiteracy, and disease. 
It is beging orga-Bized by The Tucker Foundation 
· of Dartmouth ·College. 
1986 a bad syrup year 
Wednesday New England syrup producers said 
they have had the worst sap seaso'l in since 1945; 
citing "freak" weather and pr~dicting million dollar 
losses and crop reductions. 
Agriculture officials said New England ·producers ,, 
are reporting crop reductions of up to two-thirds: 
As the shortage becomes evident·, retail maple syrup , 
proces are expected to rise. . 
The producers blame a 14-day stretch of spring-
Jike weather in March for the poor sap floor. The 
producers begin their season in late February and 
end in early April, depending on cold nights and 
warm days for best results. Temperatures of below -
freeing during the nights and daytime readings 
of 3 5 to 40 degrees are considered optimum, they 
said. . · . 
Correction_ 
~he story on David Barrows~ in the Friday, March 
28 issue of The New Hampshire was not written 
by Bryan Al~xander, but by Anthony LaCasse. 
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STVN denied funding 
By Bryan· Alexander 
Following only a few minutes 
of debate, the student senate 
voted overwhelmingly against 
the proposed budget for the 
Student Television Network 
(STVN), leav ing it with no 
funding _tor 86-87 school year. . 
According to Student Body 
President Deanne Ethier, the 
vote will not mean the end of 
the organization. She said 
STVN will stay afloat with 
funding from the programming 
fond organization,. 
Ethier said next year STVN . 
hopefully will reveal a "reor-
ganized" face to .the senate, 
capable of handling the respon-
sibilities of broadcasting. 
The controversy over wheth-
er the network deserved funding 
· from the Student Activity Fee 
had been debated in the senate 
for over two months . Many 
sentors said the students were 
giving money· to the station, but 
getting nothing in n;turn. 
"Very little of their material 
has been seen by students," said 
senacor Jim Griffith. "As an 
,organization they have two 
functions; to learn production 
and more importantly give a 
productto the students." 
STVN General Manager Ter-
ry Murray said their shows were 
being aired in the -Seicoast · This fond would consist of 
Lounge at the MUB, a.pd also • money set aside . each year until 
over several cable channels. enough was saved to purchase 
The senate said this .was not broadcasting equipment. The 
sufficient, but voted to recognize officers everi agreed to work for 
STVN as a student funded free to help reach this go;:d of 
organization _.under the stipu- · broadcasting capability. 
lation that they would broadcast · The proplem, said Ethier, was 
their productions to the entire the stµdents would be_ picking 
student body within two years. - up the bill. She said ·that UNH 
However, once it came t-ime would have. the first student 
t·o vote on STVN' s budget, broadcasting station totally paid 
several senators expressed for by students. · 
doubts that the network had "I think that is asking too 
capable leadership to manage much to have students spend 
such a costly undertaking. 100,000 dollars initially, arid 
, They . said STVN showed then possibly even more after 
irresponsibifity by neglecting that,' ' said Ethier. 
to atterid meetings where the . She suggested STVN might 
budgets of other student funded take a year off from their 
organizations :were deliberated. broadcasting goal, and se·arth 
Out of the ten meetings they for other sources of income such 
were told to attend, they came as corporation grants or Uni -
to only one - their own. versity funding. 
"I feel that their·leadership Je-ff Foy, student body vice 
was called to question when they president, who casted the only 
did not come to the budget vote in favor of th~ budg·et, said 
meetings," ·said Griffith. "This . he had a few problems with the 
organization has not shown the organization. However, he said 
leadership to go forward, to turning it down coulq mean an 
become a broadcasting net- end to the student-run station. 
. work." · "I believe we should h~ve a 
-According to Ethier, i:he se- television network. ' I was wor-
nate was in favor of STVN's ried(afterthebudgetwastutned 
budget, which was arranged so down) that the enthusiasm of 
that they could put money aside their (STVN) blue print plan 
for a broadcasting fund. · to broadcast would diminish," 
said Foy. 
The Student Television Network- (STVN) lo'st its funding 
at. tl;ie student s~nate meeting last ~eeken,d. -(Ci~dy Rkh photq) 
Professors divided. 
on. Hersh policY ·.:· · 
By Karen •DiConza semester abroad wlfi oe expen-
UNH Faculty members ap - sive," he said. . - _ . 
PFSA returns to t-Hall 
pear ambivalent towards UNH · Professor Ford does agre~ 
·vice-President for Academic with the concept: of a senior 
Affairs Richard Hersh's prop- thesis requirement for .the social 
osal which~he feels would up - sciences, but he said he does,not 
grade the quality of education think it is appropriate for every 
at UNH. . department. · - -
By Doug Simmons 
Students protesting the 1Jni-
versity ' s continued investment 
in US. companies with interests 
in South Africa plan a protest 
at Thompson Hall today. 
According to a notice in The 
Commuter Advocate, the pro-
testers, organized by People for 
a Free South Africa, also intend 
to occupy UNH President Haa~ 
land's Office. 
The demonstration, organ-
ized by People for a Free South 
Africa, will include the presen-
tation of giant cardboard checks 
symbolizing the University's 
investments in South African 
- related multinationals to Pres-
ident Haaland and other Uni -
versity officials, according to 
PFSA member Courtney Potter. 
Th_e protest organizers·· are 
"k'eeping their options open" 
as far as the specifics of the 
protest were concerned, Potter · 
added, and she refused to con-
firm or deny that a sit-in is 
planned. 
Phyllis Bennet, assistant to 
President Gordon Haaland, said 
Haaland will meet with a repre-
sentative of People for a Free 
South Africa before that group's 
planned 2 pm protest. · 
Potter confirmed that the 
group would be represented by 
a UNH sophomore in a discus-
sion with Haaland at 1 pm in 
Haaland' s office. . 
Th.e meeting was arrang;d 
because President Haaland had 
Students calling for divestiture in a demonstration outside 
Thompson Hall, last semester. A similar demonstration is' 
planned today. (qndy Rich photo) -
He.rsh's proposal includes a "The political science depart-
senior thesis reqtiirement, a ment used to have a senior thesis 
planned to be away from his . comprehensive .general educa- · in the 19~0's. wpich WJ~ ap 
'office· a'i: the titpe of the PFSA tion examination, a semester excellent requtrerr'rent, smce 1t 
protest, Potte! said. abroad, and an increase in class required a substantial pieC€ _of 
PFSA, .since its foundation dme from three hours to. four writing beyond the terin paper. 
in September, ·1985, has organ- ho·urs weekly per class . . "We . The problem with it simply_is 
ized opposition to the Unive·r- _ rieed to think abm1t five years that it takes up an enormou·s 
sity's policy of maintaining ·. ·inste,!d of four," Hersh said. · amount of staff time. We would 
investments' with companies Professor Joseph-Ford-of the have co rrieet with students 
which do business in South political science department said - individually, so we would need 
Africa as long as they abide by he feels that although Hersh extra staff. That means rriore 
the Sullivan principles. PFSA has good ideas, not all will be .money." , , 
supports a policy of total div - implemented as requirements. Vice President Hersh would 
f U · · · "I suspect much uncer- ta1'nty afso like to .see an inc re_ ase in , estment o rnverstty assets 
from companies doing business and division among faculty," the amount of time students 
in South Africa, because they said Ford._A big r:oadblock to - spend in class . He propo~es 
claim this would hasten the end his pr?r,osal _is the issue of PROPOSAL a e 9 
of apartheid in South Africa. money. An extra year and a . 'P g 
":President HaaJa'nd ·seems to 
feel he has the definitive. knowl-
edge of this situation in South 
Africa and we (PFSA) don't. We 
know that's not the case .a-nd 
we'd like to communicate that 
to him,''. Potter said. 
The trustees and Haaland 
maintain that change in South 
Africa can he brought about 
more effectively by continued 
investment in the companies, 
and that by selling stocks, 
investors concerned abou·t jus-
tice in Sout.h-.Africa would lose 
their influence to improve the 
lot of South Africa's oppressed 
non-whites. 
Aq:ording to UNH Public 
Safety Captain Richard Conway, 
yesterday, the campus police had 
"no knowledge of the demon-
stration." Con way could not 
commen( on any security pre -
cautions that Public. Safety 
might take. 
Previous actions by the PFSA 
included an overnite sit-in at 
Haaland'i office at the begin-
n1ng of this semester and a 
demonstration at a UNH trus-
tees meeting to protest a deci-
sion not to withdraw University 
money from companies with 
interests in South Africa. 
T rust-ee candidat·e 
:favors divestment 
By Jessica Wilson 
Faye Buttrick, a UNH alumnus, 
is offering other alumni a chance · 
to vote for a trustee candidate-
who favors total 'divestment 
from UNH holdings in South 
Africa. 
"I believe th~t the University 
-of N~w Hampshire should make 
full divestment of all financial 
resources from all corporations 
doing business with South Afri-
ca. Such a commitment would 
significantly weaken the eco-
nomics of the apartheid system 
of that country," she said. 
Prior to Buttrick's candidacy, 
some UNH alumf)i were con-
cerned they did not have the 
option to vote- for s·6meone 
favoring total divestment . . Mar-
ion Beckwith, the incumbent, 
and her two challengers, Her-
bert Stebbins and Robert Dud-
-ley, ail favor only partial div..: 
estment. 
Buttrick, a. write-in choice, , · 
said, "Since all three candidates 
on the ballot, including the 
incumbent,-- favot only -partial 
divestment, I want to now offer 
myself, in true democratic fa -
shion, as a -choice fof'. those 
alumni who see ' t-his as a time 
they might influence policy at 
UNH. I. suppon full divestment 
of our South African holdirigs.''. 
Buttrick .12rnJ-lnHt>cl M::iona 
Cum Laude from UNB in 1960 
receiv~ her Masters in divinity: 
studies from Yale. She is cur-
rently a licensed minister of the 
United Church of Christ, and 
lives with her ·husb'and, Rev. 
J oho Buttrick; and _her three 
children 'in Bristol,'NH. 
Buttrick said she has been 
influenced by action taken re-
cen~ly by the 15th General 
Synod of -the United Church of 
Christ, which favors full div-
estment, not partial divestment. 
Many advocates of partial 
divestment have said the -stip-
ulation that South African com-
panies adhere to the Sullivan 
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lieves.he or she might person-
ally become dependent on _a., 
drug, despite national statistics 
indicating that one out of ten 
college students will become 
alcoholics. 
The survey also revealed that 
while 71 percent of students 
believe there is a need for drug 
education programs and assist-
ance services on campus·, over 
half do not know where to go 
to seek assistance. 
This week was designated 
"Drug Awareness Week," feat- · 
uring various programs spon-

























• How many times during the 
past month have you become 
intoxicatPr1 nc;n; alcohol? 




of Students Off ice and Health 3 or 4 times .. 
Services. · once or twicf 
'Tm not at all surpri.sed by :-· none 
the results of the alcohol' sur - · 
vey," said UNH Drug Ed,icator, 
Kathleen Gildea-Dinzeo, ·"but 
I am surprised by the level of 
drug use . What I'm hearing ' 
from students is that,.marijuana 
is being used extensively." 
The problems exposed by the 
_survey. could shock parents and 
faculty and hurt the University, 
according to Holly Coolidge, a 
student intern.at Pulse. 
"President Haaland said he 
wants to establish the best small 
university in the nation, but if 
parents think, 'Oh, my God! My 
kids are going to a school with 
extensive alcohol abuse, there 
could be a problem," she said. 
Director of Admissions Stan-
wood Fish declined to comment 
about the survey, saying he had 
yet to see the results. 
Pulse Survey Committee 
member, Marianna Grimes, said 
she was also surprised by the 
level of drug abµse. "Drugs 
faded out for a while, but nqw 
you're seeing that there's more 
use, or more talk of use. Some-
times, people say everyone on 
their floor is taking a certain 
drug." . 
Alcohol abuse could have 
' especially serious implications 
for the student. Research has 
shown that each time an indi-
vidual becomes intoxicated, 
100,000 of his brain cells are 
destroyed. Alcohol interferes 
with short and long-term me-
mory and alcoholism often leads 
to permanent brain damage. 
At least 20 percent of patients 
in the nation 's mental institu-
tions are there as a result of 
alcohol abuse. 
High levels of alcohol con-
sumption can cause malnutri -
tion, according to Animal 
Science and Biochemistry Pro-
fessor Samuel Smith. Over-
indulgence is especially serious 
in young people because it 
prevents the absorbtion of 
mFrients vital to body growth, 
he added. 
Smith said he "felt sorry" for 
anyone not realizing the harm 
they are ·doing to the.ir bodies. 
According to Grimes·, the 
drug and alcohol surveys were 
conducted "to provide feedback 
to decision-makers who deal 
with issues relating to drug and 
alcohol use." 
Grimes and Gildea-Dinzeo 
both said they believe the sur-
veys are accurate assessments 
of alcohol and substance abuse 
at UNH. According to them, the 
sampling error on the surveys 
is plus or minus 5 % within a 







• Ho~ ril·any bars ·ot parties do . 
you usualy attend in one wee-
kend evening? 
5 or more 1 
3 or 4 12 
2 . 33 
1 45 
never go to bars or parties 10 
•To what extent would you say 
that alcohol overuse exists at 
UNH? 
to a very great extent 
to a great extent 
to some extent 







• To what extent would you say 
alcohol related problem _behav-
ior exists at UNH? , 
< ,-, - ,;;,:;.. " 
very gn~at extent ~ ·· 
great extent 






• Which of the following best 
describes your current. dnnkmg 
habits? 
a non drinker 8 
a light drinker 40 
a moderate drinker 45 
a heavy drinker 7 
• If a mixed drink (e:ontaining 
1 1 / 2 ounces of hard liquor) or 
a 12 ounce beer or a 5 ounce glass 
of wine all count as one drink, 
approximately how many drinks 
do you have in an average week? 
31 or more drinks per week 3 
22 to 30 drinks per ·week 8 
15 to 21 driqks per week 13 
8 to 14 drinks per week 20 
1 to 7 drinks per week 44 
not applicable 12 
• Where do you drink most 
often? (Check one) 
in dorm rooms 
at the MUB PUB 
at off campus bars 
at Fraternity parties 
at Sorority parties 
at on campus parties 










• What form of transportation 
do you usually take when you 
go ,mt for the evening? 
a car-your or a friend's 50 











































•What 'type of drugs((~1hiek 









heroin · ·. . -. · • · 











• Are you qirrently, using an·y 
of the following drugs? Check_ 
those that you are currently · 
using. · ' 
marijuana : · , ,;,: ' 23 
cocaine " 7 
hallucinogens ' 4 






others (please specify) 2 
• How often during the past 
r110nth have xou used these 
substances? 
not at all 51 
once a month 12 
2-3 times a _month 10 
once a week 4 
two times a week · 4 
three times a week 3 · 
f<?t,1r times a week or more 2 
• To what e:x;tent would you say · 
that drug use exists at UNH? 
to a very great extent 14 
to a great extent 39 
to some extent 36 
to a very little extent 3 
• H9w had your use of drugs 
·changed since coming to UNH? 
increased 20 
decreased 16 
remained the same 21 
I don't use drugs 3 7 . 
• ·Have you ever used alcoholic 






• ~re you concerned that you 
~1ghr become dependent (phys-
ICally or psychologically) on a 







• Are you concerned about other 
people you know on campus 







.•Do you know_ where to go for 






,•If you .had a problem, what 
• Do you feel that drugs are types of assistance would you_ 
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Rights of f acuity addressed 
' ' 
-By Amy VanDerBosc_h 
In an effort to further under-
stand th~ir rights a.s public 
employees, several UNH pro:-
fessors, who are members of the · 
American Association: of Uni-
versity Professors (A.A UP), 
attended a lecture given by Tom 
Flygare, vice chancellor of gener-
The federal courts· deni¢d the 
employee in each of the men-
tioned cases .the chance to be -
ifestation since- 1968 occured 
in Iowa and involved Fred 
Doyle, a public school teacher." 
The Bagelry Lunch Cart is back·! 
Visit us in front of the Library· 
from 9-1 weekdays 
(weather permitting) 
Experience fresh bagels 
Wt:,ite Mountain Co.mputer 
. Has The ~ighly Rated 
al counsel of UNH. 
Flygare raised specific issues 
about a public'employee's rights 
regarding both free speech as 
stated· in the United States 
Constitution and academic te-
nure. 
Flygare said prior to 1968 
if an individual accepted an 
· 0<::cupation as a public employee 
'(a teacher, for example) that 
individual, in a way, automat-
ic-tily relinquished their rights 
to free speech. He said, however, 
that after 1968,. there were 
se.veral attempts by public em-
ployees to ''regain" their rights 
. ·. to free s p~ech . . 
-~ -· ·Flygare··spoke of several in-
dividual cases in which a teacher 
brought a,n institution to suit 
,iri an effort to regain his/her 
position and/ or contract to what 
he · saw as violations of the 
employee's _rights t() free speech. 
heard, said Flygare. _ 
"The courts, in my view, have 
eroded constitutional protection 
for public employees,''. said 
Flygare. According t_o Flygare 
there is no place where those 
profes.sors punished for what 
the institution saw to be 'just 
cause,' can defend their rights 
to free speech. 
Flygare said there is no writ,.. 
ten definition to what public 
insti,tutions call '.just cause,' 
which, he said, raises compli-
cations in many cases which 
occur today. 
According to Flygare, aca-
demic tenure protects the fa-
culties' right of public expres-
-sio'n. This means a faculty 
member can say or do things 
which do not effect their teach-
ing and the institution can not 
pu1.1ish them · \\;ithotit 'just 
cause.' 
Academic tenure "is not per-
fect, but· it's better than any 
. alternative I've seen," said · 
Flygare. 
A case Flygare considered to 
be th.e- "first sigO:-ificant man-
Flygare explained that l)oyle, 
was told by his superiors that 
his contract would ·not be re-
newed. Had it been renewed, 
continued Flygare, Doyle ~ould 
have received academic tenure. 
There were ·two reported 
reasons for Doyle's loss of 
contract. The first, Flygare said, 
was that on a radio show Doyle 
suggested the possibility of a 
dress code for his school. Doyle 
was also reported to .have used 
obscene gestures during class 
hours. · 
Doyle _ brought suit to this 
institution defending what he 
knew to be his rights to · free 
speech. He s.aid he believed 
there was not sufficient reason . 
for his rescinded contract. 
Flygare is lookitig -into this 
ca~e, qut sai~ he is 1-"lot yet aware 
,.of an outcome. ,_ 
- Flyg~re said it is not that he 
feels Doyle and t-he others 
mentioned should haye . won 
their cases, bunhat their voices 
should have been heard in 
federal courts. 
:Leading .Edge 
Model "D" . 
·.Personal Compute., Faculty Club opens to staff 
· * Student Specials Available * 
'j 
ATARI ST U:ADJNG ED.GE WHITE MTN. PC xrs 
6,03) 889-0800 . 417 AMHERST ST .. NASHUA. NH 03062 
FR0,'11 RTE. 3 TAKE EXIT 7W ONTO 101A - · 1 MILE ON RIGHT 
OPEN:"MONDAY THAU FRIDAY 10am io 7pm ·sATU.RDAY 10am to 5pm 
RIENDLY KNOWLEDGEABLE SUP.PORT~ SERVICE 
By :Jennifer Hightower 
· on· March 6, the F;iculty Club 
amended it's entrance q·ualifi-
acations to allow all U niv:ersity 
operating staff to join. This 
includes everyone other tha,Il . 
students. The amendment goes 
f'nto ·effect on Monday. · · 
'Tve been over there a few 
times with a friend because she's 
on PAT staff. It's really nice," 
said MUB Ticket Office Man-
ager Sally Chenard. "If the fee 
was reasm1able, I think I would 
joln because I really enjoy it o~er 
there." · 
The club, which ha_s changed 
l~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ it's name to- The University 
19 
t t -·Cl1,1b, wiU have a nominal fee 
§ f~,\ Ii; '1" ' , • of between one and five dollar_s 
t 
per year.This has not yet been 
decided because it is still under 
•., §§ some debate, according to U?i-
§ : · -versity Club Manager Maurice ; i _ § Turner. - · · 
t 
1:urner said there may be 
some concern that those 
t 'GET HELPWITH YOUR 
1· Le~rn~o::EARCH PAPER! I§ 
§ ' '*D~fine a topic & develop a thesis statement· 
. ~ !~~;:;!:~::::i: ~::~~:::ry l · 
§ Attend T AS k's Workshop on · WRITING i 
· 2i :~::~~~~;~::~arch 27, 12:30-2:00 
1
§: 
§ Room 13- Dimond Library 
Se_ssion UThursday, April 3, 12:30-2:00 i · Ro?m 13-Dimond L_ibrary 2 
§ Session IIITuesday, April. 8, 12:30-2:00 § 
§ , TASk Center, Richards House t 
members who have already paid 
their fee for the year may feel 
the new fee is too small. There 
is also a concern about the 
Faculty Center moving next -
yea~.,:)h~ said. . : _ . 
Unul · now, fees ranged from 
$22.50 per year for lecturers and 
visitors t,o $45 per year for full 
professors and PAT (profes-
sional, adminis:trative and tech:. 
nical) staff. There 'will now be 
a flat fee across the board 
because of a prdjected great 
increase in membership. 
Membership entitles one to 
dine at the Faculty Center and 
there is no charge for meeting 
roo~s, according to Turner. _ 
"We had discussed .it between 
my student interns and myself 
and then we proposed it to the 
Board of Directors of the Faculty, 
Center. They passed the amend-
ment on March 6," Turner said. 
Turner said he did not think 
any faculty members would 
t Cail: 862-3698 to preregister, I 
§ Pl:EASL NOTE It you a1c a first generation rnllege student AND low-1nrnmc OR luve a , 
§ ph;s1cal hand Kap or learning d1sabd1ty, you may be eligible for SPECIAL SER VICL:S which . , 
i 
mdude 1nJ1v1dual help w1rh your research paper and ancss ·to a m1crowmputer for wo,J processing ,'J, . . . l b . 
, For further information drop by Richards House, 1st floor or call 862- , , Jeff Montgomery, president of the NH Outrng C u , presentrng 
3q98. : a $100 check to Difector of Development, Diana Koski, as 
~~~c.Q,~~~~~~~~-~~ : a gift to t~e MU~ renovati~~ f1:11;1d. (Ci~~y R~ch photo) 
,, L •:~ • ,~, '11,, ,_.,. .i ,<..-..,,,- , '-. ,'.'"•"'· ;- ;_c,..,.,._ ~ •, 1 •~.\',~" ,\ ~ •,_. _.,._ ,._ ._,. ,(.\ , ~r-! - -'-' ,. \ I. ~ , , ,; ~ _ 'l~ •• 
1 
, ~ 
. 'oppose the new membership 
restrictions. "There were faculty 
members who had been 
members for years and eventully 
stopped coming because we 
were not allowin·g' operating 
Staff fn. So, this-: has beeri in the 
works for a couple of years," he 
said. 
'Tm a member and I don't 
really have any opinion one way 
or the other (regarding the new 
membership policy),'' said Eng-
lish Professor David Watters. 
"I think the important thing 
is that the faculty club survives. 
The University is taking the 
building (Gran,~ Hall-) over Jor 
use as the admissions office next 
year. Whether or not'the build-
ing is given back after next year 
is the real issue. The faculty 
m~st, have a place to meet." 
"My own preference would 
be that faculty have their own 
facility as they do at so many 
other universities, because it's 
nice to have a ~place· where 
faculty can meet and talk,'' said 
· Profossor Carl Dawson of the 
English department. "If the 
facili.ty is open to everyone, it 
should be much larger. It will 
be noisier and busier. I would 
like a quieter plf1Ce forfaculty 
. to meet. PAT and operating 
staff shoii ld have a facility of 
their own.'' 
Dawson, like Watters, felt 
that this was_ a mild concern. 
He said his real concern was 
whether that faculty would even 
have a place to meet in the 
future. · ·. 
The issue of noise was ad-
dressed by CourtneyShick, the 
student marketing manager 
promoting the new :member-
ship qualifications. · · , _ 
''There are 200 members who 
pay dues here but only 60-67 
come regularly. The operating 
staff is such a large group that 
we figure we wiU be able to get 
200 riew people. If it starts to. 
get too, big; we 'Yill limit mem-
bersl:i.ip," said Shick. : . 
FACULTY, page 15 
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TKE rollS keg for charity 
By Michele Kirschbaum 
Why would a group of fully 
grown men want to push a beer 
keg from Concord to Durham, 
a distance of nearly forty miles? 
The id.ea does seem bizarre, 
but it is exa~tly what some of 
the brothers ~of Tau Kappa 
Epsilon (TKE) wi-11 be doing 
tomorrow co raise money for 
· the Saint Jude's -flospical for 
Children. _ 
The Alpha Nu chapter of 
UNH will begin to push the 
empty keg at 8:00 a.m., in 
Concord, whiie their brothers 
from Keene Scace, the Lamda 
Sigma chapter, wili begin from 
Keene and try to beat the Alpha 
Nu's to the SHafford Avenue 
finish line. 
"When we leave Concord one 
person will be starting, Rob 
Farguh_ar, who is a Concord 
nattve," said TKE Vice President 
tl111 Thompson. "All the ocher 
orochers will be on board a Kari 
Van, which was donated to us 
free of charge." continued 
Thompson. "When the person 
running gets tired, he'll signal 
us, and someone from the van 
will jump out and take over." 
Safety was also a· considera-
tion when ·planning_ the keg roll. 
Thompson said, "We'll drive · 
behind the runner and far off 
to the right, so as to avoid a 
traffic problem." 
- Thompson said that the keg 
used in the roll is no ordinary 
keg. "It's an empty keg which 
the Anheuser-Busch distributor 
ih Metrimack has made espe-
cially for us." A handle is 
attached to the keg to .make it 
_ easier to -carry. "It-looks like a 
lawn mower or a_ pavement 
roller," Thompson said. 
"The whole house is involved 
with different aspects of the 
roll." . Continued Thompson, 
"Eight or ten brothers will 
actually be doing the running. 
· The rest of the house is involved 
with the collection of donations 
and orga-nizing affairs by the 
house. It's a house effort," he 
added. 
Although chis is the first keg 
roll TKE is organizing for St. 
Jude's; they hope to ·do well in 
cne tundraising aspect ot the 
roll. "At present I don·c know 
how well the brothers are doing . 
as far as collecting sponsors but 
we expect to raise somewhere 
around five hundred dollars." 
Thompson concluded. "We're 
still accepting sponsors. Anyone 
interested in spons9ring the keg -
f_oll c~n-contact me or any TKE 
brother." 
Tan booths · may be hazardous 
By MaryBeth Lapin are the most risky until the skin 
For those ~ho want a deep, has built up a base· tan. Shear 
d;uk, knock-em-dead can but Excitement has two tanning 
can't spend the money on Fe. beds. They recently extended 
Lauderdale or the time at the tanntng hours to midnight in 
beach, a tanning salofl may be response to the needs of regular 
an alcerr:iacive way co bronze. · -· tanning customers. 
The question is, are they really Bob Heath, a UNH student, 
safe? used the tanning bed at Shear 
. The American Cancer Society Excitement to get a base tan 
.wa·rns that the sun's rays can before heading to Ft. Lauderdale 
damage skin, and there is a risk for Spring Break. 'Tm not 
. of skin cancer even in a canning worried, about it being danger-
boot h. "Skin cancer doesn'.t ous;" he said. "I usually burn 
pe~ome ~ppar,ent for severnl easily, after -the tanning bed I 
years afte,r exposure," said a went to Lauderdale_ and qidn't 
spokesperson. "UV A, (the rays burn." 
responsible for canning), will There is a potentially danger-
age skin and cause loss of ous "phototoxic'.' reaction for 
elasticity." · people on certain me, -~ation~ 
Larry Hitchcock said the goggles 
are sold at the front 'desk, and 
the staff urges clients to use 
chem. "Some people refuse to 
wear goggles and just close their 
eyes," Hitchcock said. "We can't . 
control that." 
A.. staff ~urse at Ho~d House 
said a student recently suffered 
temporary vision loss_ after a 
double session, without goggles, 
,in a canning booth. 
Those who decide to use a 
tanning _ device may have to 
choose between a booth and a 
bed unit. According to Hitch-
cock there is no difference in 
the results . "The bed cakes a 
little longer.," he said. The 
Franklin has one booth and one 
bed unit. 
Hitchcock said chat The 
Franklin staff is aware of the 
concern about skin cancer. "Ev-
erything written about tanning 
booths says it is safe," he said. 
"lt's safer to -be in a booth than 
to be outside in the sun.'' 
· There is no conclusive evi -
CALENDAR 
FRIDAY, APRIL 4 _ _ _ _ _ 
J~ZZ IMPROV CLINICS- Strafford Room, ~UB, l_ p.m. 
NEW.HAMPSHIRE INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR - "The 
H.~lsinki Final Act: Ten Years Lacer." Presenter: Percii Pesonen 
Editor, Morning Sun,Tapere, Finland. Alumni Center. . 
FACULTY LECTURE SERIES - Two Worlds Meet in Sri 
Lanka. Professor Robin Willits and Lydia Willies. Berkshire 
Room,_ New England Center, 8 p.m. . . . 
THE UNH DANCE THEATER COMPANY -. Annual 
Concert. Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, .8 p.m. and Saturday, 
April 5. Students/Staff/ Alumni/Seniors $4, G-eneral -$5. 
SATURDAY, APRIL 5 
MEN'S LACROSSE - at Mass. 
MEN'S BASEBALL - at Siena (2) 
WOMEN'S LACROSSE - at Maryland 
/ . 
WOMEN'S TRACK - at Rhode Island invitational. 
SUNDAY, APRIL 6 
MEN'S BASEBALL - at Siena 
MEN'S TRACK - at Springfield 
WOMEN'S LACROSSE - at James Madison 
MUSO FILM - "Singin' in the Rain." Strafford Rpom, MUB, . 
7 and 9:30 p.m. Students $1, General $2. · 
CELEBRITY SERIES - Alexander Strin_g Quartet. Includes -
works by_ Beechovt;n, Bartok and Ravel. Rec~ption following .: 
concert rn Ga,llenes. Johnson: Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m . . 
Scudents·$7, Facu~ty $9, General $1 _~· 
MONDAY,APRIL 7 
LAST LECTURE SERIES.,. A talk given by p,ro"fessors as 
if chis were their last lecture ever ... Robert Houston, Physics. 
Babcock H.~_ll, ~ ,p.m. · 
WRITERS SERIES - Ursula Hegi reading from her fiction. 
~orum Room, Library, 8 p.m: 
TUESDAY, APRIL 8 
ART DEPARTMENT.ALUMNI SPEAKERS PROGRAM · 
- John Bryer, '71, Architect from W . Newton, Mass. Room ·"' 
A218; Paul Arts, 12:30 to 2 p.m. . . · , 
WOMEN'S STUDIES PROGRAM - "Speaking Our Peace." ' 
Film about women, peace and power. Forum Room, Library, 
12:30 to 2 p.m. 
CLIMBING: MOVIE AND SLIDE SHOW - "On the Rocks" 
· (Extre~~ Rockclimbi1;1g -in the -S0's) and "Nepal, Its, 
Mounrams and Peo_ple. · ~ponsorect by ttres1de hxpenences. 
Room 110, Murklana, 8 p.m. Admission $2. · · 
SIDORE LECTURE SERIES - What Does it Mean to Interpret 
Religion Today? Strafford Room, MUB, 8 p.m. _ 
Tan_ning systems are available who use tanning bo 't-h s. Ac"-
in a variety of beauty salons and cording to Dave Sanborn, some 
fitness .centers. Local sites in - drugs and lotions make the skin 
elude The Works iri Dover, The hypersensitive to light .rays. The 
Franklin Fitness Center, (Dur:... antibiotic Tecracvcline is just 
ham) and Shea·r Excitement, .orie 'example. At the ·Franklin 
(Durham). Business has been files are kept on ·each canning · 
brisk at these places with stu- booth client\ These include 
dents getting pre- and post- current medications. and pos-
spring break cans, or crying to sible allergic reactions to .the 
gee ~nough of a glow so people sun. Manufacturers of sun beds 
will believe they've "iusc been and booths don't recommend 
lying in the _backyard." usini any sort of suntan lotion 
dence chat tanning ·booths are ¥f------------:---------------------'-' 
Dave Sanborn .of The Works or cosmetics while exposed to 
explained the different types the lamps. . 
of light rays given off by the sun A sign posted in the tanning • 
as "UVC, which are dangerous; . room at The Franklin states chat 
UV A, which are the tanning the FDA requires weanng gog-
rays; and UVB, the rays asso- gles or eye guards while exposed 
ciaced with burning." He said to tanning lamps. S~aff mem~er 
the sun lamps of ten or fifteen 
any more harmful than direct 
sunlight, ot that these rays cause 
skin cancer more often than 
natural light . Sun-seekers 
should still exercise caution 
however. 'Tanning in any form 
is not one hundred percent 
safe," said Dave Sanborn. ''.Mega 
doses of any sort of sunlight can 
be damaging.''. 
years ago used a h_igh percentage l!,11111111111111111111m111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111u. 
of UVB rays and could cause 5 · · · · \./ \ ,v· · · · 5 
severe burning. The tanning ! a O n . (; I 
~~:~~~;i:i:~1i~ti:~~;i• i_~ . ,,_.::! ~t·· ··· 1 . ,c-0 ~ ---,,_.·. __ J 
and "stimulate tanning, not = ~ L \ JJ . r t~· = 
burning.'' Sanborn also said, § 1 ·.. · § 
"Aflyone who is very fair, who §. s:. -' _  · _--\ hl_/ ·_·1·•vt.---l ( __ .-'s\ r --q~ f.;\A·if·' ¾_i_-_ ('.· \ _· / i\A-~ r _~ -- -i ---f_. _:_j· ~:~t~ht~ st:ucl~r:!k~ ~~e;:~~ i i ·1' ~ Yj·,,1 'H \_j L I l! l/-) 1' H i p n t, r § 
~~bet1The::0 ;~;p\: :t::ir t i lJ I · Jr!' . L l 1! L j ii ll ! H!I 
probably consult a doctor." 
Why not work for , 
MUB Catering? 
Dr. Sam Smith of the UNH 
.Animal and Nutritional Scien-
ces Department said "With a 
tanning device the amount of 
rays a person's skin can with-
stand without ·damage is var-
iable." .The risks _are greater for 
fair skinned people, he said. . -Great experience 
. Charlene Langlois ofShea·r i · · Fl ·bl h · · ! 
E · · ·d · · b d = · - ex1 e ours · = ·. xca-tenient~ sa1 tanning e s - = I • have few burning rays (UVB's) ! . i 
and the only danger may be = C t to· . K t· . . -
. . h h . i=== _ on ac 1ane o 1s or . -1 st-aymg m more t ~ant e recom- · · · 
mended ~riod of, time. She said . Dave O'Brien at MUB Food :Service 
the initial fiv_c to eight_ visiu -L- . , I 
..... Ill Htllllllll IIIIIIFWWT11¥lm1•1an■11J1Ht ,a ............ ,.111111111 . 
· The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semi-
weekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 
151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N .H. 03824. Business 
Office h<mrs: Monday - Friday 10 am - 2 pm. Academic year subscription: · 
$20.00. Third class postage paid at Durham, NH -03824. Advertisers should · 
check their ads the first day. The New Hampshire will in no case be 
responsible for typographi,:al or other errors, but will reprint that part 
of an advertisement in whjch a typographical error appears, if notified 
immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampshire, 
· 151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824 . .10,000 copies printed per issue 
by Journal Tribune Biddeford, Maine. · 
University Theater 




Directed by • 
Gay Nardone.Jean Brown, Kim Patent, & I.any Robertson 
Johnson Theater. 
Isabel and Harriet Paul Creative Ans Center 
· Unjversiry of New Hampshire, Durham 
General: $5 ; · 
UNH-Studems/Erilployees/Alumni and Senior Citizens: $4 
. Previews: S2 ' 
. , . . Aprillat8P.M. . . 
Benefit Preview for the Jean Mattox ~c:e Schol~hip Fund 
April 2 at 8 P.M. 
Dress Rehearsat Praiew · · 
April 3..:. 5 at 8 P.~t. 
April 9 at 2 P.M. 
Aptjl ·10-12 at 8 P.M. 
- Reservations: 862-2290· 
D!nner'Theater Package-'- New England Cenl~ Re!ilaurant . 
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ACADEMIC 
PEER ADVISING: For all people in the field 'of 
communication and for those ·inter~sted in taking 
communication classes, Monday, April 7 to Monday, · 
'April 14, Second Floor, Paul Arts, 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
ATHLETICS AND RE~REA TION 
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S INDIVIDUAL BO-
WLING TOURNEY: Sponsored by Dept. of Rec. 
Sports. Tuesday, April 15 and Wednesday, April 
16, Games Room, MUB, 7 p.m. Sign up by April 
7 at 4:30 in Room 151, Field House. Winners will 
be decided by 5 strings - total pinfall. 
JOGGING MARATHON (INTRAMURAL): Spon-
sored by Dept. of.Rec. Sports. For men and women. 
Monday, April 14 through Friday May 2, New 
Hampshire Hall Track. Times in Room 151, Field 
. ~ouse. No preregistration is necessary. Check in 
and out with attendant on duty with accurate count 
of you-r laps. Awards given to team and individual 
participants. For more info, call 203·1 or stop in 
Room 151, Field House. 
WHITE WATER RAFTING: Sponsored by NH-
Outing Club,. ~pril 18, 19 & 20. Sign up _by April 
9. No experience necessary. Pretrip meei:ing, · 
Wednesday, April 16, NHOC Office, Room 129, -
MUB;5 p.m. 
MAINE' ISLAND CYCLING TRIP: Sponsored by 
_ NffOuting Club. April 19, 20 and 21. Cos:r is $20, 
inclu?es gas, food, lo~ging ~ !?,oat fare, Pretrip 
meeting, Monday,Apnl 7, Rpomf29, MUB, 6.:30 
p.m. . 
' ,·· . 
HANG GLIDING: Sponsored\ by NH Oming Cluh. 
Co~~Join~·~s for a great weekend '1e·arrii.hg how 
to fly, A:P:r)l 25'1-27, Charleston, NH. All levels. · 
welcome_ for members: For more info contact NHOC . 
Offteei Roorpf 29, MUB. · 
CAREER ,_., 
WORDPERFECT: 2 session. Session 1 covers 
aspects of WordPerfect used to cie~te format edit 
and print documents. Session 2° will f~cus on ~ome 
special features of WordPerfect usecho merge 
doc1:1ments, check for spelling errors, writing 
outlines and using columns. Monday, April 14 and 
Wednesday, April 16 from 10 a:m. to noon. 
_ GENERAL 
NEW HAMPSHIRE OUTING CLUB SAFETY 
~OTE: Spring has sprung', please drive carefully, 
bikers and runners are everywhere. . 
SLIDE PRESENTATION ON NEPAL: Spons@rcc . 
by Geography Club. Professor Alasdair Drysdale, 
· Geography, presenting slides and comments on 
his recent ri;ip to Nepal. Friday, April 4, Room 
104, James, 2:30 p.m. Free and open to all. 
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM ON 
HUMAN RIGHTS IN PAKISTAN: Informational 
program on human rights in Pakistan with 
highlights on our prisoner of conscience there. 
Monday, April 7, Room 103, Hami!ton Smith, 7:30 ·, 
p.m. 
. . 
]NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENTS & INTER-
'nONAL STl!f?ENT OPEN HOUSEi Sponsored 
by Non-Trad1t10nal Student Program. Informal 
open house for non-tradition.al students and 
international students. '.fuesday, April 8, Underwood 
House, 4 to 6 p.m. Call 3647 for more info. 
MEMORIAL UNION PRIORITY SCHEDULING 
~EADLINE: The deadline for scheduling events 
-.. in the MUB for 1986-87 is 'Friday, April 11. Please 
contact the Scheduling Office at 862-1526 with 
•questions regarding this process, or· for a supply 
ot scheduling forms. , 
- l:IEALTH 
. . 
NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS: individuals con-
cerned about their drug use are welcome. Tuesdays, 
Underwood House, 7 to 8:30 p.m. 
RES~ME WRI~Ify.G WORKSHOP: _Sponsored 
by Career Plannin·g ai:id Placement.. Learn about CLOSED ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS (STEP 
resume writ~ng techt1Jques an_q cover letters. MEETING): fodividu-als concerned about their 
Monday, April 7, Forum Roqm, Libr;iry, noon to drinking are welcome. Tuesdays, Wolff House, , 
1:30 p.m. . r,.·_,:,_·- \,;;tEi:(,:,,;· to 2 p.m. ·, ,' ; ·_ 
EXPLORING CAREER·bRT-IONS AND FIND- DON'T LET STRESS.GET-THE BES;r OF YOU: 
ING -CAREER INFORMA TlQN: SpJrtsored by Sponsored by Health Education, Health Services. 
Caree\r Planning & Placeme-m : :r,J:ei'hods and Explore the pressure's and possibilities of being 
resources for finding care.er ::Apform_at.ion are a studen~ at UNH and living in au international 
identiJied in this workshop. ( ~ireer li.teq.tlire ·:;ind resi_denti~l hall. Discussion for stress rnanagemeflt, 
interv1ewin-g techniques a-rg discussed· as riiethods coping skills, and.time management. Monday, April 
of finding informatioi::i:: Monday, April 7, CarroI-1 \'' ]? , Smith _Hall, 7 p.m. 
Room, MUB, 3 toA:3?, .p.m. , ., _ ,· ~ OMEN, STRESS, AND HEALTH: Sponsored 
CAREER NIGHT -TV/RADIO;:~ BROAD~A$1'~ · ".~Y Health Education ; Health Services. We will 
ING: Sponsored _br Alumpi:~tfs~n.:,;Ca"r~er Pifori'iag : explore the pressures and poss~bilities of being 
& Placement and Field Exper'ie'nce. ,PanHdiscussion a female at UNH. Program directed towards stress 
with, prof:ssionals in_ the fiefd.' Thursday; April and lifeStYle management for a woman in the 80's. 
10, Alumni Center, 7 p.m. , ~- _'; Wednesday, April 9, Williamson, 7 p.m. 
COMPUTER SERVICES 
For in formation on converting from Charybdis 
to Hilbert, type HELP CONVERSION on either 
system. · · ' _ ' . 
.. Introductory C(>urses available ori videotape or 
. knowl_edge of your microcomputer's operating 
system are prerequisites for all sessions in the SSRC. 
_ · Enrollment is limited and cost is $15 per session. 
Call SSRC, 2249 to preregister or to ask questions. 
PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE: This session will 
be an overview of the SS,RC's public domain 
.'_ sof~ware. Bring formatted blank diskettes if you 
deode to make copies. Wednesday, April 9 from 
10 a.m. to noon. 
WRITING BA_TCH Fil:ES USING EDLIN: Batch . 
files-(.BAT) are collections of DOS commands used 
in "automating;, repetitive ·functions on your 
microcomputer. This session will teach you how 
to use the DOS line editor, EDLIN, to create .BAT 
files _while giving you constructive examples. A 
working knowledge of DOS, commands is required. 
-Friday, April n, from 10 a.m. to noon. 
BUR_~OUT WORKSHOP: Sponsored by Non-
Trad1ponal Student Center. Attending college is 
a de_manding endeavor for anyone, but can be 
partICularly stressful for non-traditional students. 
If you sometimes feel overwhelmed, come and learn 
- how to recognize and' cope with the symptoms of 
burnout. Facilitated by Elizabeth J. MacDonald 
of Student Health Services. Thursday, April 10, 
Underwood House 1 12:30 to 2 p.m. · 
WOMEN'S ~EALTH SERIES: Sponsored by 
Health Educat10n, Health Services. A new women's 
health series will explore stress and lifestyle 
management skills, sexuality, body image and other 
heal~h issues ot interest to participants. Wednesdays, 
Apnl 16, 23, & 30 and May 7, Hea·lth Services, 12:30 
to 2 p.m. by appointment, call 3823. -
MEETINGS 
RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE STUDENT COM-
MITTEE MEETING: To plan spring drive for 
Monday, April 21. to Friday, April 25 from 10 a.m. 
to 3 p '. m. in the MUB. "It's a Spring of Many Colors:" · 
Tuesday, April 8, 12. Dover Road, Durham, 7 p.m. 
(next to Exxon Gas Station). Anyone interested 
call 868-2753 after 8 p.m. ' 
______ _,...._. n d Fe a tu res 
k Out Arts a d coverage C. heC - bl goo - , - beara y - concert. 
-for un . - - e Theatre 
of the oanc . . 
War College leilderS 
speak· to · students 
By Peter A. Katz way it is, or else, they didn',r 
The US armed forces are answer!" _ 
·constitutionally under, civilian Ma-ny people agreed the ev-
control and in a rare opportun- ening was worthwhile. Heather 
ity, Wednesday night, civiliat1s Colby, w_hose organization, 
were ab.le to talk directly with Young Republicans, sponsored 
military leaders. . the presentation, estimated 
. At the Elliot Aluinni Center, there were 1-30 spectators. ~ 
a current affairs panel from the Colby sa·id "I was pleased with 
Army War College (A WC), the turn-our. I was excited by 
based in Carlisle, Penns-lyvania, ir, because there seems to be so 
responded to audience questjons much student a·pathy, but it 
about Nicaragua, nuclear wea- didn't show." 
pons and the possibility of a "With other organizations 
draft to staff the military. such as People for a Free South 
· Although the AWC has been Africa (PFSA), and Committee 
in existence since 1903, the · On Central America (COCA), 
pat;1el- has only toured the coun-· the campus is motivated in 
try for 17 years. On these tuurs politic.11 issues," she added. 
A WC talks to university stu- Colonel Raymond T. Roe, 
dents and professors,. Rotary also a panelist, said "We got a 
clubs and political forums. super response. Students seem 
_ Five of the panel niembers _ concerned with world events 
are students at the A WC. All and fo,reign policy. They are 
had rank of Colonel or Lieut- pragmatic and realistic and look 
enant Colonel, and all se;rved at all sides of the issues." 
in the Vietnam War. They had Col. Roe continued by talking 
. master's degrees in a variety of about the 60's generation. He 
fields, and had served in the said, "They were active exter-
military for at least 18 year;. nally in politics, becaµse the 
Lieutenant Colonel Wesley draft and Vietnam affectdd 
B. Taylor Jr., for example, led them, but today's generation is 
a battalion in the i-nvasion of no less idealogical or moral.'' 
Grenada 'and was interested in .,, Many of the _questions asked 
ter,rorism and Cen.tral American were about nuclear weapons, 
politics. . and the responses were surpris-
One spectator, Bill Clement, ing. After saying the pa nel 
who taught at the University members' views 'were the1rs 
in the 1940' s, said "They were alone and did not _represent the 
, experts in various areas. More 
importantly, th~y told you t~e OFFICERS, page 10 
<..) ffict!rs from t~e Army War College answeri~g strid~nts' · 
questions a6out' internati<?nal affairs a~d the role of the military, 
in the Al.umni Cent~r, Wednesday ·night. ,(Cindy Rich photo) , 
z,~~~ °' Phh~ -'flt~ . ~ ~,, - -
-~~, WEDELJVER ~->o 
~ OVEN FRESH o_,&v.s-t-
i:S . M ~~Zl~ v?~ 
"(!,JJ, '10.. q," Ocla . . 
, Jt.11/i/J, '1,e 1?u,4 kiwi f/oi,-Auile" 
Tel: 868-2224 Thank You 
Please Call Again ------- :----- ·-----------
1"-\ -50 cents off a Large Pizza 
__ ,ec. 25 cents ·off a Small Pizza 
with this coupon 
♦- ♦ ♦· 
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-------PROPOSAL--------
Screen Printing & ·Embroiderv 
T-shirts; caps, jackets, buttons 
signs, mugs, pencils, etc. 
adding 20 minutes to Tuesday 
and Thursday classes, arid 15 
'minutes to Monday, Wednesday, 
and Friday classes. This way 
.students would be spending one· 
hour of class time per week for 
every credit hour thf'.y receive, 
Hersh said. . · · · 
Ha-ns Heilbronner:, chairman 
of the history department, ex-
pressed ambival-ency. towards 
this increase in class time. 
"My major interest is to 
improve , the time a student 
spends in class . The faculty 
should require far more inten-
sive work than it presently 
does," he said. 
"I do not believe that chang-
ing credits and class time is the 
major issue," Heilbronner con-
(continued from page 3) 
ti'nued. "The real issue is to see 
that instructors make approp-
riate demands on the students 
and on themselves.'' 
Professor Heilbronnei said 
a semester abroad would be an 
excellent opportunity for those 
students who could afford it. "Ir 
. should not be a requirement for 
obvious financial reasons, but 
the University should contribute. 
to the f inaricial support of the -· 
best students who wish to go," 
he said. 
Heilbronner agrees with 
Hersh's proposal for -a senior 
thesis requirement for history 
students. 
- .Professor Richard Balome-
rfos, chairman of the math 
· department, said math students 
shouldn't be required to write 
a senior thesis, but he does like 
the idea of giving the oppor-
tunity for more writing in the 
Competitive Wholesale Prices 
isHIRTs+ 
"World Leader in Custom Shirts" 
program. FOX RUN MALL 
Balomenos said he believes 431-435
5 there should be four hours of ._ _________________________ _ 
class time weekly. Math classes _ 
currently run four hours weekly, 8 . S"" 8 · 
since they have three lectures 8 SUMMER JOB •··· . S 
and various l,:ibs, h~ sa_id. _ § § 
Balomenos said 1f all of Rs . Up_ ward Boun_ d "Tutor-Coun~e.lo_r s" S' 
Hersh's proposals were imple- 8 § 
mented, there would be a gr~at § *Work with high s~hool students. § 
hardship on a lot of students. § *Residential UNH program. . § 
"Unless a lot of other institu- S *@ June 13 to August 15. Sc_., 
tions went in the same directio_n, § *W k-shid . referred. 8-
the result would be a drop 10 8 · · or · Y p . . t - g, , 
enroliment here at UNH, unless § *More info & applications a § 
a very liberal sch?larship l?olicy S Robinso.n House, 862-~562. , S, 
was granted, whICh I don t see S * Applications due Apnl 16th. g 
in the future ." . .-
-------APARTHEID------- U. S. Department _of Health & Human Services 
Principles is an adequate step 
_toward ending apartheid in 
South_ Africa . The .Sullivan 
principles is a set of standards 
aimed at South.African compan-
ies to end their segregation, 
offer equal opportunities t9 
blacks,"and upgrade working 
conditions in 9th~r ways. UNH 
has divested from compani_es 
that do not adhere to the Sul-
livan Principles . . 
According to Buttri~k, the _ 
Sullivan Pri.nci.ples __ a'.re not, . 
ade:quate rnea.ns ,ofoqu<?khirtg('.l,l 
apanheid. "They · a're cosmetic_. 
a way for countries to continue 
doing what they've been doing." 
"The principles are confined 
to cha11ging only ~ ·part of their 
lives: Apar-r-heid goes beyond 
the w0r,kplac~, it is a lifes~y~e." 
Buttrick said South Atrican 
companies, even those adheri~g 
to the Sullivan Principles, still 
pay taxes to· the country. Also, 
the United Stafes supplies tech-
nology us-ed to' maintain apar-
theid. For instance, we supply 
(cominued.from page 3). 
coinputers ·used to keep track 
of the passbook system. Anyone 
travelling, without a passbook 
can be jailed "at whim'' Buttrick 
said. 
'If all U.S. companies divested, 
no other coumry would be able 
to supply technology in suff i- · 
cient amounts to maintain this 
§ystem, she said. 
"All the companies in Amer-
ica have sufficient public rela -
tions, tp cause other countries 
tO\.tak~ a)ook at 'Yh~t tJ1ey're 
doing . 'European companies 
would lessen their support," she 
. said. · · 
When asked about the eco-
nomic ·implications of total 
dive~-tment, Buttrick. said if 
· companies are large enough to 
have South African branches, 
divestment would not cause 
them to fall apart. , "Those that 
divested found they did not 
suffer," .·she said. "Sometimes 
. those that reinvested elsewhere 
did better." Besides, for a moral 
cause like this, "a little suffering 
doesn't hurt," she saiq. 
"The· dream is to .allow those 
that live in South Africa to, have 
· a say in what happens to their 
lives. They don't have that ." 
Buttrjck compared apartheid · 
·. to subjugation of women in this 
country in past years, although_'· 
saying that was differe·n_t and ·· 
much less in.tense. 
"What gives me enthusiasm 
and courage is that total divest-
m~nt is requested by those that 
have seen and lived there,''. 
Buttrick said. di hopJ that my-
_ candidacy will be broadcast by 
the media, arid any UNH alumni 
who still have their ballots · 
unused will write my name in 
as the candidate who favors full 
divestment. The ballots must 
be in b_y May 1st.';_ 
The UNH Alumni Trustee 
election process is currently 
underway by mail ballot . The 
Lallot was enclosed in the winter 
issue of New Hampshire Alum-
nus, the alumni_ publication. 
The Common Market, a popular spot with UNH students for years, ts going out of business. 
The store was taken over recently, and the new owriei:: refuses to say, why she is shutting shop. 




QUITTING. IT COULD BE 
THE TEST OF YOUR LIFE. 
''Car 54 where are you?" 
· ''On a steak out!" 
''Location?" 
Nick's Restaurant 
the entire month of April 
10 oz Sirloin Steak 
w/salad_, choice of potato 
· and rolls 
✓ • $5.75 
also 
Prime Rib Special 
Every Friday and Saturday Night 
Nick's Restaurant 
47 Main St; 
Durham, NH 03824 
1· - - A 
, .1. • I , 1, · 1 ,4 
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SCHOLA·RSHIPS AVAILAB.LE 
$135 MILLION + in .. financial aid · 
went unused last year. Freshmen, 
Sophomores, ongoing graduate 
. students; for . _h:elp cashing iri on 
your s·hare of those funds, can 
Academic Data Servi·ces toll free 1-
.•- ·$00~'544-15.74, ext. 5·39, or write P.O.' 





T-SHIRTS. GOLF .SHIRTS. 
LONG SLEEVE B.EEFY rs 
SWEAT SHIRTS• HATS'· 
&.TOTES ·. 
-DROPDATE-
<cominued from page 1) 
he did not that the $25 fee after 
three weeks would deter some 
students from doing this. 
. A second disadvantage to i:he 
. new longer drop date arises in 
classes with laboratories. Ac-
c;ording to Murdock, students 
who drop a course which re-
quires -supplies and equipment 
~nd up wasting them. This was 
not a main conEern, he said. 
As far as administrative 
changes caused by the new drop 
date, Thomas said -"It doesn'.t 
concern us, we' re so used · to. 
dealing with the paperwork. 
The quantity or timeliness of 
it is something we just adjust 
to." 
3131 LAFAYETTE ROAD. PORT.SMOUTH. NH 0;3801 
Cheryl Powers catching some sun between classes this week. 
(Jon Kinson photo) 
The five week drop period "is 
something that has been 
pursu~d over years. It was a two 
year process in getting that ( the 
drop date} changed," said Stu-
dent Body Vice P.residentJeffrey 
F,oy. "Jt shows that there was 
consistency over the· years ( in 
the Student Senate)," said Foy . 
Don't 
Herb. 
h's a b'ig, juicy Whopper® _s~ndvvich from Bu.rg"~r King~ Herb. 
And right now -it's ohly-99<!. Herb, if you pass up this deal, · 
you'll miss out on our sucE:ulent; flame-broiled beef. You'll miss 
,,.:•,.. .. 
our red, -ripe tomatoes, crisp lettuce, pickles, onions, and real mayonnaise. 
C'mon, Herb! Why not try a beefy,flame-broil~d Whopper for just 99<t. 
· We .know everybody else will. · r-~----------~------------~---------~ Ir----------------------------- I 
I I 
1 Whopper®just 99e I 
I ~~----------------- I I I 
I ____ Please present this coupon before ordering. Limit one I 
I ~ coupon per Cl)Stcimer. N.ot to be used with other coupons I 
"· I BURGER or offers. Void where prohibited ,. by law. , I 
I This offer expires April 11 rb · . · . . 11 
I KING Good only at: STORE ADDRF-SS(ESJ Burger Kmg, 1 Mill Rd. ·I 
.I~ , , - Dur.:ham,NH I 
I --- @ · , I 
~----~~---------------------------~-~ 
. 'Tm really happy about the 
· decision, of course. It was one 
of our campaign promises," said 
Ethier. "The· students worked 
hard to get thjs bill changed." 
~OFFICERS_ 
(~ontinued from page 8) · 
• milirai;y, Col. Roe said if there 
ever was a confrontation across 
the German border in Europe, 
within three days there would 
. be a nuclear war. · 
Colonel John L. Welde, the 
: ,\ only speak<;,r f.~on1 t~~ :US x:Nr 
_:~ if-e>r<:e, said the NudeirTest Ba,n 
Treaty is a good deterence co 
nudear war. He said, "lf coun-
tries are unsure if these weapons 
will work, they will be less likely 
· to use them." 
The biggest controversy was 
about the US's presence in 
Central America. When as·ked 
if American a_dvisors would 
decrease human rights viola-
t-ions by the Contras, Colonel 
Taylor said "We can train the.tn 
co be a more effective military -
force and also teach them proper 
conduct of warfare." 
In a later discussion in a UNH 
classroom(one of the seven 
classes the A WC visited), Taylor 
added, ''Some say.support oJ the 
contras will lead the ,FSLN ( the 
present Sandinista government) 
to bec<2me more repressiv'e. 
Others· say that the Contras 
present an alterriative to the 
Nicaraguan governme!:J.t, which 
will lead to a pluralistic govern- . 
merit." He conclud_ed by saying, 
"Of course, it is up to the 
individual to decide which to 
believe.''. 
Other topics discussed were 
Libya . and its connection to 
t~rrorism,- Russia and is it 
different under Premier Gor-
. bachev and solutions to the 
· Middle-East conflict. 
. Colonel David G. Hansen, the 
moderator and a professor at 
the A WC, asked the audience 
for their opinion of a draft and . 
most replied unfavorably. When 
asked about a non-military draft, 
in which one might serve .in 
various jobs, such as the Peace 
· Corps, the audience responded 
overwhelmingly in favor. , 
Lieutenant Colonel Milton 
Hunter added to this by saying, 
"I do not forsee a return to the 
draft. It is important to re-
. member, though, that by the 
1990's we will h,we to recruit 
one o.ut of every two eligible 
males to have the-same forces 
we .have today." 
fh,~~..q,.~~..q,.~ 
. ! . DURHAM RED CROSS i 
§ § 
I BLOOD SERVICES §§ § . 
I f i Proudly Presents § 
I § 
§ --I § , . 
§ ALL STAR UNH CAST 
I § 
§ i 











t . . . i 
i ··A SPRING OF MANY coLoRs•I 
§ " § 
§ I I a real Ii fe drama· § 
I§ . l on § 
§ I 
§ § 





Friday, April 25th t 
i . i I Curtain Ti~ - 10:00 a.m.f 
§·Final Curtnin - 3:00 p,m.l 
I § 
§ § I Granite State Room § 
I Memorial Union Building I 
i t 
§ § 
idmission - 1 pint of hlootfi I . § 
t No reservation needed \ 
§ . . } 
~~~~~~<Q"i<Q",..q,. .. 
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Dr. Alvi~ F. Schwartz 
Dover Point Road Animal Clinic 
Saturdays: March 29 and April 5 
Sunday: April 6 
Time: ,11 A.M.-4 P~M. 
Exit 6W~off Spaulding Turnpike 
1/4 mi-le pas-t new Motor Vehicle Bldg. 
(across from Newicl(s) 
742-0900 
It's our way of saying thank you . to Amt'rica·~ veterans. witil 
the Coors Vdl'.r,ms· Ml·rnorial · 
Scholarship Fund. 
If you·rl' thl' son.or daughter 
of a11 hor1()rably-,dischargl·d 
American vl'tn,111,you can qmiifv 
for a thn·v-y~·al' sd10l;1rship 
worth )S.()00. i .. c1st Vl',ll. Coors 
award .•d 11-1 scholarships totalli:1g 
morl' han $SOO.OOO. I() studrnts 
fn>m -1:l staks ,111<I Puerto l<i ·o. 
fo he t>!igibl"<· for this Vl',1r·s 
awards. vou mu~t submit vour 
application byJulv l. Jq8({. Yo11 
also rwed to r:wet thl· tollowing 
n·quirl'rne11ts: Bt• under agt> ~:2 
and enrolled in a full.,time 
institution which is ao.Tediu_,d 
bv one of six regional accrediting 
associations.· Hm-'e·a rnilegt: 
grade-point average of'~.,S or ' · 
better ( on a-~'.0 scale).•&:' at least 
a first-year student in a four-war 
bc}crafaureate prngrnm. or i11 . . 
an accrerlited two-:v·l'ar progrc1111 
which h-;:+ b to transfer iu four-
:v·ear in~!tiluti<ms. ( F1\·e-~·e,1r 
· programs are acceptable. hut . 
aw~mis v.·i!l not lw exlt'nded f ( ir 
the extn war of stuck nor will 
award:-/h~ applicahl·t>· to gradmk 
studit'S). _ 
l~·ymi haw ,i parrnt w!H, 
lwlpt>dAmerica tlm 1ugh its diffirnlt 
ti,m:s. v·t• want t, 1 help vou 
tlm>ughvomtin,1l'S- \\ith" ( 'txirs 
Vt>terans· Memorial ~cllolar:-;hip · 
Fund. 
(~d V()!ll" ,1pplir,itio11 ltllLl\· 
Wrilt': Coors Vdnans· ~krnm:;1I 
Schobrship ~:llllll. PO. B(1:x '7:1:!~1 . 
Wlwding. 11.()()()'.Hi. 1 )f!,l 1( 111e.. 
toll-fn'l': 1-SOO- EiC()( m:-,; 
HM 
·Gening to~ether with 
A.1nerica . . 
~ l ~ Ht1/,t h 1lf· t1l·, , · · :-.l,' 'l l f l.:!'.\ li\lh ll 'il -, ,1, 1:,1,:, :,1 ·,.: , · · 
H 1111-\·1 11t t f/ l• ' 1.J1 1,1 i 1l \ !1,'111.r :-:, ~:ih t ' ·· ; ~. 
~. J: • ~ ',, ' ~ r ~ . 1 ,fl • ·"' i , ""i ..., "• 0 1' ~ I • \ • ._'t, ,, 
I 
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VOTE . 
. Tuesday April 8th 
~; . · . 
' & . ·· . 
. , . . .  .. . Wed.neSday April 9th .. 
Dewey·.· :LachanCe 
·~{Uf.:l~llt8()dY· ·'l>resif]ent 
' .,, ' ~. 
Fi;a,~ciic3.i Affairs & .AdIP.iriistratiO~ C~uncil;Chrp. 
~tt~!ftl:::t:! ~~~:~~?e~hrp. . . . , . · . . . ·i 
U~niv-ersity Syst.etii .iStutleq:i B/~arcl Co-_ordinator,· 
! ' • ~-• • • wO ~ ' ... .~"7 ', -, , • ; ,.::. · .• t • 
Williamson Hall ~Executive Board 
, AQQd~rriic~Senator 2 semesters 
. Academic :·council member 
• ~ '. • ., ' • •• ' ~ • • ' • • .• • • ¥ 
· P:residet1.t Aca.¢ia Fraternity ·, *\ _ -~::t 
· SC>Cic3.lChainna.n, Acacia Frcil~ :hity · .. 
Iriter Fraternity Council s~-9:~,tf~as· .. · ·, .. 
Fraternity.Presidents ©'.9~iirj:~':tf~ ~nrber ··: .. --_ > 
' ' ;; }~1~1?~f ,·?·;' . : : . ' ·~. . . 
·. ·. ';1:1:_,:,~:). ~- · \ . •:.'. ' , .. 
" ~ . ' . 
Robert "Bo·z,,- Bo~worth 
. . . \ 
Student Body Vice-president · 
Student ·senate 2 semesters . . . 
-
1 ··Resid.ential Life and Dining· Council member 
· Christensen Hall Exe'c . Board · , ·• · 
Vice President Sigma Nu Frate.rnity 
, Member Sigma Nu F·raternity Executive 
. . . . 
LEADERSHIP .· THAT 
WORKS 
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·arguements by stressrng the 
· p<;>wer of the student senate,and 
;the importance of addressing 
issues correctly. 
.. . "You've got ro go through the 
1°ptoper channels first. If they 
'··still don't listen, then you have 
a,n arguement," said Ablondi. 
"Then you can do something 
. radical,-and they can't say that 
you're off the ~andle." 
Both candidates agreed that 
next year's president will need 
skill in lobbying in the state , 
· l~gislature for increased fund-
ing, but!' were at odds as ro who 
is better qualified. 
"' . Lachance claimed that his 
· involvement with the U niver-
·· sity System's Student Board 
(lJSSB) is a vital ingrediemin 
. l;iis lobbying experienc;e. During ;: 
hfa term as coord ,inator; . 
1L'ath;nce said he p~}'ticipate.d :' · 
jn ,active lobbyi_ng campaign a.t 
t,,lfe state and federal level. · . 
:,··_, '.!! don't think Jay is' any more 
':experienced or can do ariy better 
.job than I can," said Lachance. 
,. The Ablondi-Barbara Cerreta 
.,-ticket is- far better qualif i~d 
jnsis-ted Ablondi, pointing to 
C~rreta's role in lobbying for 
more state funds while at the . 
tJ nive.rsity of-North Carolina, 
and his current role as coordi-
nawr' of the USSB. He also 
':daimed to be having problems 
as coordinator because of.Lachan-:-
'ri\ } "De~ey (L~chance) didn't do , 
.ariything as USSB coordinator," 
said Ablondi. "That's why it's 
· so weakroday.'.' 
· · Boch candidates also agreed 
· that a far greater emphasis was 
needed co be placed Of.l falculcy. 
advising and promised co work 
for more one .on one advising. 
' _Monday's debate should also 
bring co the surface several 
_personal disagreements shared 
by the two candidates. 
Ablondi claimed chat working 
with Lacha.nce was difficult in 
the past because Lachance dis-
played "immaturity" and was 
"closeminded." He also stated ' 
char Lachance has the habit 'of-
"jumping ship" whe_n he didn't 
gee his way-; citing Lachance's 
resignation' as Campus-Transit 
Authority (CT A) chairperson 
last August as an example. 
"When you look at his record, 
you've got co wonder 'Wow, 
does chis guy follow through on 
a~ything' " said Ablondi. 
On his resignation as CT A 
chairperson, Dewey argued that 
ic ·was a result of ineffective 
leadership and non-cooperation 
within the senate, rather than 
the act of a quitter. He called 
Abloridi's implication an unwar-
ranted attack on his character. 
"I guess there are' not enough 
issues running and he (Ablondi) 
wanes co make it an emotional 
campaign,'' said Lachan~e. 
Ablondi also warned of the 
danger involyed in having two 
candidates with mirror interests 
in off ice. He said that Lachance 
and Robert Bosworth would not 
be able co truly represent the 
entire student body, ·being both 
inales and members of the 
Greek system. 
<cominued from page 1) 
'Tm a guy, and I'm a Greek. 
If something should arise, Bar-
bara is there to watch our, co 
make sure I see the whole 
picture," seated Ablondi. "Their 
ticker is just not .there ro see both' 
sides." 
Lachance referred to chis as 
"a non-issue" and claimed chat 
Ablondi is running on "a cos-
metic platform." He continued 
char he .and Bosworth were 
UNH students above all else. 
"W.e're students; we ear in 
the dining· halls and we cake 
classes," insisted Lachance. 
"Whether I'm · a m~le· or a 
female, a Greek or a non-Greek 
does.n'c mean I can't uriders.tand ·.' 
student needs." · 
Under the moderation ·of 
Craig Dickens, a former UNH 
student, the candidates will each 
be allotted five co seven minutes 
to express their opening com- · 
mencs before .being questioned 
by a panel of experts. This panel 
will include W. Glenn Stevens, 
editor of The New Hampshire, 
Chris Beliveau, Greek coordi-
nator, and two. other members 
of the student body. After the 
panel has asked their questions; 
memberss of the a,udience .wiH , · 
be ai'lowecf co address cbe can-
did~ces. ·All studen'cs are encour-
aged co attend. 
Sununer at 
Brandeis University 
Session I-June 9 to July 11 
. Session II-July 14 to A11gnst 15 
· . • ' Liberal Arts 
• Primedical Sciences 
• Computer Science 
• Theatre Arts 
• ~ear Eastern and Judaic Studie~ 
• Foreign Languages 
• Costume Fit:ld Research in J:::ngiand 
• Archaeological Field · Researc,h in Israel 
· Small classes taught by Brandeis Faculty 
. Information, catalog and. application 
BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY 
SUMMER SCHOOL ' 
. Waltham, MA 02254 . 
_· 617-6~7;2796 · .. 
Periormance .... ~ . . : ' . · .. '.. . .. , ' ~ You can use the .Americanixpi:ess® Card . . · • .. . . . • . . . · . to bu. y co~cert tic. ~ets for. your favorite · .- .··. · · " e groups or airplane bckets for your vaca-
. · . . . tions. It's the perfect way to paf.,for all the 
· . · · ~ · · . · . · · little things, and the big-ticket items, that 
you'll want during college. 
How to get the Card · 
before you graduate. ·,. , 
Because ·we believe college is the first sign 
of success, weve mad~Jt easier fo~.y<>u, to 
get the-American Express Card. Graduating 
students can get the Card as soon as they 
· accept a $10,000 career-oriented job. If 
you're not graduating yet, you 'can-
-. apply for a special sponsored Card. Look 
for student applications on campus. 
Or call 1-800-THE-CARD, and tell them 
you want a student application .. 
The American Express Card. 
Don't leave school without it~M 
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, ATTENTION~ 
STUDENTS 
-~ p~~r~,EL ~ . 
'30 Days $30!!! 
(with -this ad & )UNH 1.D.) 
Ta-nique -Jnc. 
· 80 Vaughan Ma// 
Portsmouth, NH 
431-7047 
Next to ·Luka~s Restaurant 
on the Kari-van route 
-nlust int 




-available now in Room 126 of the MUB 
,-----~---_-_ .... _-::::==~~============::;------------, -deadline for applicatio'n is Wednesday, April 16 at 4:00 p.Ih. __ 
S ·._ in Room 126 of the MUB · · ummer ::' -Questio.ris? CaH;Student Activities'. 862-1001 ., . ~;,: § 
Se S S 1
. 
0 
n. . I " ............. ~ ................. 111 .............. 111 .. 11111111111111111111111111111111 ......... 111 ...................................... , ........... 111 
. I ~ § f
~c.Q>c.Q>~~~c.Q>~<.Q,~~~~~ 
1986 t . ~~~ , t.,...____ i 
June 2- I _t ~► ~; ~,,,., j 
July 22 § ~ rr § 
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For furthe1; information. 
please call or write: 
Summer Session Oft'ice 
Worcester Pol\technic Institute 
100 Institute Road 
Worcester. MA 0Hi09 
(fi171 79Vi'>91 
t O . i 
i HUBBARD HEALTH FAIR § 
§ § 
i HEALTH-STOP 5:30-10:00 pm I· 
.§ . Sunday, April 6 
§ A variety of services will be ayailable. Those included: _Eye checks, hearing check, height and weight measurement, 
§ stress levels, fitness analysis, and more. Trained m~dical personnel will perform most tests. A C.P.R. class will also be § 
available-to those who previously signed up. Refreshments will be served. LOCATION: t-JUBBARD HALL, ,MAIN I 
LOUNGE . 
PICK-ME-UP'S-4:00-7:00 pm 
Monday; April 7 § 
A chance to gain information of topics from A-Z. Pamphlets, films, mo.dels, slides, postE;?rs, and experts will be_availa-
ble to answer questions regarding any health topic you may have. Browse through the media at your own pace. Many § 
copies will be on han~ for you tq pick up. LOCATION: HUBBARD HALL, MAIN LOUNGE. ' § 
. "CENTS!' ABLE COOKING 8:00-9:30 pm 
· · '· Tuesday, April 8 · 
Hannah Dawson from UNH Dining Services, will demonstrate various ways to cook food sensibly, quickly and nutri-
tionall y. Money saving techniques for good nutrition will be discussed. RecornmendBd highly for individuals who will 
. be out on their own. LOCATION: HUBBARD HALL, REC. ROOM. 
:! 
Please send a Summer Session catalog to: 
AIDS AND ANXIETY 7:30-9:30 pm ✓ 
Wednesday, April 9 
A frank and informed discussion regarding the controversial topic: A.1.D.S. A panel composed of a ·microbiologist, a 
lawyer. and a person with A. 1.D.S. wi ll speak ·and be available to answer questions concerning this topic. This work-
shop 1s designed to c larify many of the misconceptions evolving around this issue. Reception.with refreshment to fol- · 
low. LOCATION: HUBBARD HALL, MA.IN -LOUNGE. 
Name:---------------------- --~----'--~-
Address: ____ _ 
City:-------~------------ State·:-----~ 
ZIP: ______ _ 
t 
',, 
§, ' ' 'L AL,L EVENTS ARE FREE AND OPEN m 'tH~.£OMMu .. __ ., .... 
. Co-sponsor.ed by Huhbard f-.l;ifl. and Health -s ,,. • ·c'' -, .. ~•TY · --. . . . . • . . erv1ces onsumer Board 
c.Q>~~~~<.Q-- -
-FACULTY_;_,'". 
(COlltinued from page 6) 
"We need the money but we 
don't think fr will be busy 
enough that we won't be able 
to handle it," he said. Shick said · 
? with spring here, they will be 
able to set up picnic tables 
outside for the increased 
numbers of people. He also :said 
renovations were proposed by 
which the Faculty Center .would 
have two new floors added qn 
if they remain in the building. 
Shick also expressed a great · 
deal of concern as to where the 
Faculty Center would be next 
· year. The Center may be in 
either downstairs Huddleston 
or · the MUB, · or it may be 
eliminated entirely, he said. 
Sanborn is looking foto the 
· possible sites for the Alumni 
Center to move to, according 
to Phyllis Bennett, assistant to 
President Haaland. Sanborn was 
unavaiiable for comment. 
11111111111111111111111111111811111111111111111111111111111 
HELP WANTED I 
Student-to ··assist with i · 
child care and § 
house\~;:~ne~. for the I 
40 hours a week., room§ 
and board., $500 stipend§ 
provided., rural setting.§ 
Ca/1664-2186 evenines. i 
-11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111hi111i1= 
' ~**************~ ! · THE LAST HURBAH * * Consignment Shop ; 
* * -: For the adventurous shopper! 
f * . . {- *· • . * Choosefrom .' 3.0's-'40's, vintage&funk;y* * clothing, hats & accessories: men's,* * ~omen's, children's, & infants clothing;* 
, * jewelry, pottery & collectibles; .& much* 
* more! . . * 
* * * 9 Main St, Dover ** ' * 1 · ( n Smiley's Plaza) * * · 749-2930 
~~*************h · 
:!'IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUllllllllllllllllllilllfllllllllll 
1lnternal TransTer 1 
! Applications I 
§ _ for the - - § 
iOccupational i -
i · Therapy Major I . 
I are now available i 
·§ 21 BE Hewitt Hall i 
jOccupational Therapy ! 
·§ Department § 
§Application Deadline; . i 
i . Mav 14, 1986 · §· 
~11111111111111111111(1111111111111~11111111111111111111111 
Summer Help 
Qgunquit Maine Hotel 
needs Chambermaids 
and Assistant Manager 
Salary, tips and room 
Include dates available. 
Ass.istant ·Manager must 
be . available thtoug h 
mid-October · 
· Write Mr. Blake 
Box 555 
.York Harbor, Me 03911 
or call 207-~63-6566 . 
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· State-of-the-Art 
Video Gear At The Lowest 
- Prices In The State. '. 
You Can Find Cheaper Stuff, But You Won't Find TH.IS Stuff Cheaper.+ 
· Why Settle For A Regular VCR . 
When You Could Have Stereo? ► 
Just a few years ago, a high-quality video recorder 
with a Dolby stereo sound syst~m and good special · 
effects would have cost well over S1 ,000. But now 
for abo·l;thalf that you can own the NEC 912. Here's 
what you get: A VHS VCR with a three-head recording 
system for noise-free slow motion, st,:,p action and · 
frame~by-frame advance; MTS stereo sound with 
Dolby noise redcction; four~event three-week 
recording pro.grammab1iity; a 105-channel cabte-
capaole tuner; and a multi-function unified TV/VCR 
wireless ·remote control. An outstanding buy in a 
stereo VCR! 
$ 519·usMONTH* 
The Sound System In This 
Fisher VCR Outperforms Most · 
Professional Studio Recorders! · ► 
It's hard to believe but it's truP.. The Fisher 839 uses a "VHS 
Hi Fi" stereo system with Dolby noise reduction that makes 
a better recording thaA rr.ulti-thousand-dollar.Swiss-made 
tape decks used in recordiog studios. ofrou.rse it's also 
equipped to receive the new MTS stereo TV broadcasts. 
And its four-head video system records an accurate, noise~ 
free picutre-even when you play back usiAg special 
effects like slow motion, still-frame and frame-by-frame 
advance. Other features include two-week/nine-event 
recording programmability, a 140-channel digital tuner and 
a 15-function wireless remote control. 
$7 49 $40MONTH* 
◄ · The Television Of The FutUK Is Here Today. 
The NEC 2020A is a remarkable television that incorporates m~ny features 
you won't find on some other TV's for years to come. for example, the 
· 2020A uses a "fl-at square" tube that provide_s a super-linear, distortion-
free picture-especially in the corners. This design also reduces · 
undesired light reflection by 20%. In addition, the 2020A has a built-in 
MTS stereo sound system complete with an advanced dbx no.ise reduc~ 
tion system. Its 350-line picture has such good resolution, it lets you 
clea:rly see details as small as a human hair. Other features include 
.num~rous inputs and outputs, a sleep timer, a win~less.remote a.net · 
a whole lotmore! , · · . ··· · . '" ::.·· 7 • "'/ ' ., • 
$629 $40MONTH* 
520 A~herst St., 101-A,'Nashl.ia, NH 880-7300 
The Ma:I o ' New Hampshire, Manchester, NH 627-4600 1 
The f ox Run Mall. !'lewington, NH 431-9700 
· · .: . · -~ \,c -- .-'. ~< :: ... · t .. -- .,~,. ct o ;(., , ,,, 01.. :nonzeo deal.,;, ' w,tn,r. 30 Clays ol p..:,;rchase, prpve it and w;z·:: rdi.:nd the difterence 
·' - :·,_,. ·:,.,. ,· ,_ cc; .. ; ,."' · . .:.:: c ... storn.::rs "'s,ns m~ Ywe.,;-:.•, Cnarge Card revclv1.-,g tredit plan, n'o.money ,1own, 18% an-:u<11 p...rcentage 
'-· · .. t.: ,~r. ,~rr: ::1,'11n5 0.)1,:,-n(..: N,,. ,..-• .. por,s,OI~ tor ty1Jo,,raphic.a1·errors. . . , :. · 
. · O~FER EM~S,SU-t--lDAY, APRIL 13 
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Editorial 
-----------------------------------------------------------:---:-•·-· --'· . 
. The lllany faces of Reagan 
The Reagan Administration. has repeat-
edly demonstrated double standards in its 
foreign policy, not least in its treatment 
of South Africa and Nicaragua; constructive 
engagement is reserved for the former, 
while -_ Nicaragua finds itself at the brunt 
of Reagan's destructive engagement~ This 
was made even more clear this week, 
following the State Department's announce-
m~n.t that _it is considering a multi-million 
dollar economic support program, along 
the lines of the ,Marshall Plan, to benefit · 
the Middle East. :Announced to coincide 
with a visit from Israel's Prime 'Minister 
mented a rescue of similar proportions for 
Central America. 
on our doorstep would apparently be 
equivalent to dosing the proverbial barn 
The reason behind these different stand-
ards is obvious, of course. The Sandinistas 
and various revolutionary groups in the 
region have developed an unhealthy al-
legian~e to the Soviet Union, and this 
understandably worries Washington. While 
the South African regime is every bit as 
heinous as the one in ·cuba, at least there 
.is rio question as to South Africa's position 
in the East-West superpower contest. 
door after rhe horse has bolted. . 
Nothing is as simple as some opponents 
of Contra aid would have us believe, .of 
course. The Sandinistas are no saints and 
Nicaragua is no bastion of democracy. It 
is• likely that, had the US not applied 
pressure on the Nicaraguan regime, the 
Sandinistas would have been far· less 
' inhibited in the repression of their oppo-
nents at home an4 the support of their _-
ideological allies in El Salvador. But this 
. . I . ~~mjlarly, ,t~~ ,S.ovie~. yn~on h.a~ been ~ard 
put to find reliable allies m the Arab world. 
Atbest, the Arabs have flirted with Moscow, 
and only when it suited them, in their 
at~empt to match US support for IsraeL 
. kind of _pressure tends to be a two~edged 
sword. Continued support for the Con'tras 
could drive the· Sandinistas ,into Moscow's · 
' hands much in the ·same way that some 
ShimoO.,Peres., the. progra.r:n would cut across 
. internarional fro-ntiers in .the· region, 
· providing assistance to Arabs and Israelis 
· a-like: -As explained by Sec;:retary of State 
George Shu_ltz_, the proposal is · designed 
.to provide sorpe economic. stability that 
in .:turn could pave the way for a political 
solution to the -Middle East conflict. The 
· -ch~nces of success: for the plan are probaply 
slim~ but it is no net he.less diffiq1lt to · find 
fault with such a _positive -cqnc.ept 'in 
constructive engagement. What is · sad 
though, 1s that the US has never imple-
The-.i~pl1cir· message in'Reagan' s foreign 
. policy is a tragic-on·e. In effect, he ' is·· saying 
that it is to·o late for ec·onomicmeasures 
.. _' in Central Artwrica,' beyond s-upporting a 
. motley band of thugs in N icar:;igua and 
funding .military strikes against rebels in 
El Sahrador. A "Marshall Plan" for N ica-
-ragua, El Sa-lvador or many' other cou:ntries 
'Middl~ Eastern statfS sought Soviet pa-
tronage. 
-Central America is crying out for a 
constructive approach similar to that shown 
to the Middle '·East this week. The Middle 
East" plan might be somewhat optimistic. 
Election 
To the Editor: 
With the student· body presiden- . 
tial election set for this coming 
Tuesday and Wednesday, I sincerely 
. question Do·u_g Lachance's credi-
bility as a candidate. The reasoris 
are ·the following: · 
1. As chairman of the Student 
Senate Financial Affairs and Ad-
,, ministration Council, Lachance 
resigned citing that he "was not 
able to get th,ings 9one." (The New 
Hampshire, Oct. 25, 1985-, p.l) 
2. Holding the position as chair-
man of the Campus Transit Author-
ity, Lachance resigned at a time 
,when the camflus shuttle was in its 
infancy and in great need of per-
sonal comrni'tment in its admin-
istration 0£ the .project.· 
3. Serving as Secretary and Treas-
. urer of the Inter Fq1.ternity Council, 
. Lacha:n.ce fi-lso resigned . 
. However, Lachanc~ 's lack o.f 
commitment to any posjtion he's 
held while at. UNH.does not really 
see1;n to be bothering his confidence 
.:- in chis election, for he_ has already 
offered executive board positions 
to individuals once he becomes 
· president. . .. 
Commitment. This is what I 
· believe the job of student body 
president (or any job for that 
matter) entails. The ability.to accept 
a challenge and persist through the 
bureaucratic and administrative 
details in order, to get solutions to 
salient problems is what is needed 
in a student body president. 
Jay Ablondi has the ability and 
commitment to serve the students 
of this University senate; he has 
not resigned at any time. In addition 
to his serving the students as a 
senator, Ablondi ran for a position 
on the Durham Board of Selectmen . 
in an effort to give students repres-
entation concerning town matters_. 
While Ablondi was unsuccessful 
in his noble quest, the fact remains 
that Ablondi's commitment was 
and still is to the students ,of the 
,·.;. 
University of New Hampshire. 
I give my support to the Ablon-
di/Cerreta ticket and urge othe_rs 
to do the same this Tuesday and 
Wednesday. Vote for a 'doer,' not 
a 'quitter.' 
William H. Carlson 
Culture 
at our University's cultural events 
is from the student popula'tion and 
more than h~lf of tnese are required 
to attend as a class assignment; 
3. The Johnson Theater is a small 
· .and inadequate facility, unable to 
accommodate the students who 
would be paying this fee; 
· 4. No formal means of managing 
and· distributing ,these funds v.fas 
To the Editor: established, perhaps once again · 
I wish to respond to Sandra opening the door for our middle-
Robbi.ns' editorial of March 28, aged administrators to dictate what 
1986, in which she presents h,er is .best for student life; and, · , 
ersatz insights on the workings o.f 5. The motivation of its prop-
the student senate. In her less than onents is questionable, the hidden 
eloquent attack on the senate Ms. agenda being that this fee is to be . 
Robbins is in error in many ways. used to , subsidize a large debt 
I hope to sbed some light on the upwards of $20,000 that the cultural 
issues which she is confused about. events program has accumulated 
Ms . Robbins states that the due to poor management. 
senate defeated· a pr"oposed man - The st4dent senate agreed un-
datory cultural events fee because animously, Ms. Robbins, that tbe 
of its "ignorance and close-minded student body would not be in favor 
attitudes aimed at protecting a of this fe~ for all these reasons, (ilOt , 
certain type of student." Well, at so.me riduculous devotion to a 
least she got on~ thing right. The "certain type of stµdent" . which you 
senate did defeat _the fee, but het •. · c,1.re either. 1rnwilling or unable to 
rather vague and unsubstantiated classify. I would further submit that 
claims are certainly not the reason the thoroughness with which the 
why . If she haa, done any other sena.te scrutinized this proposal is 
research beyond reading one news- · hardly characterized by "ignoraflce 
paper .article, Ms. Robbins would - and close-minded attitudes." 
have uncovered several excellent It is also obvious from your letter, 
reasons why the senate acted as it 1 Ms. Robbins, that you are unfamil-
did. iar with your student senate. You 
The Dean of Student Affai-rs certainly reserve the right to ex-
requ~sted $75,200 from the students press your opinion , however, I 
in the form of an $8.00 mandatory would suggest that you do a l_ittle 
fee, which was tQ be used to fund more research before yo u drag 
the 12 previously scheduled per- anyone else's name and reputation 
formances that the UNH Admin- through the mud. It strikes me as 
istration terms 'cultural events.' odd that you cou ld display such 
For your information, Ms. Robbins, strong feelings toward the senate 
none of these are or ever will be and the Cultu ral Events Fee, yet 
"rock concerts. " The fee was de- embarrass yourself by making such 
feared because: poorly researched and unfounded 
1. The proposal was ha·stily a<::cusations. I am not above· ridicul-
prepared, its proponents were ing any person or organization,. the 
unable -to answer many of the · difference is that before I engage 
senators' questions, and it was not in such a dangerous pursuit I make 
presented to the senate with the myself aware of the issues, the 
apprqpriate notification that such · people involved, all sides of the 
an important proposal merits; debate. I educate myself. I learn the-
2. Only 49 % of the attendance facts and I find out the whole story. 
. Bur to ignore a similar option for Central 
Amerie:a is tantamount to an admission 
· of defeat, both for the people of Central · 
America and for the t ;s·. 
. -It takes time and energy to educate 
yourself, and it is highly unlikely 
· that the "whole story" will befound 
. in a single article in The New 
Hampshire or anywhere else. 
Ms . Robbins, it takes a weak 
persqn to write a s landerous letter 
such as yours. I am not a member 
of the student senare, but I ·make 
a point to attend its meetings 
because I want to stay informed . 
The student senate may not always 
be right and it may not always 
reoresent everyone adequatelv. but 
it, like everyone else, deserves the 
right co make mistakes. Channel 
./ 
your energy and enth usia,s'm for 
student concerns away from vicious 
and invalid attacks and become a 
constr_uctive, not destructive, 
member of the student body. Chal-
lenge the senate, or anyone else for 
that matce.r, abo u t anything, bu t 
do yµurself a favor and make 
. yourself available -to all the infor- . 
mation first. It cakes a strong person 
to identify a problem and then help 
to solve _it with intelligent and 
educated criticism and leadership. 
Perhaps you could challenge your-
self and become that strong a 
•pers<:>n. 
Jack Martin 
The New Hampshire 
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Unive~sity Forum , 
Encourage .continued investment 
p·erhaps it . is time for someone to present some 
views on the situation in South Africa other than 
those so frequently repeated in the press and shown 
on television, even though the expression is likely 
to draw unwarranted -criticism of a,lleged personal 
opinions. · 
These are based on observations of month-long 
visits tp Angola (in pre-Cuban d<!-ys) and to Nigeria 
as well as three years working in ~ndia not lor:ig 
after independence (1950-53). '.fhey are also based 
on conversations with many people from other 
African countr.ies _and with many others' who have 
worked and visited there sometimes for extended 
periods of rime. 
We are all aware of the transition largely since 
1950 from a system of c:olonial governments to 
self-government in essentially ·au countries. In most 
cases this has meant a black or native-domina·red 
government and in only .a·,few cases has this led 
-. to an improvement in the quality of government. 
Civil war1,, rribaJism, genocide;· nepotism, graft 
and corl'l;lption similar to that witnessed in India 
after partition arid independence have· been the 
pattern of events rather than the exceptions. . 
In addiriqn, the land of the continent of Africa 
has deteriorated seriously because of natural and 
man-made calamities poody handled by the, new 
govemqients. f oday it's .. star.vation. in Ethiopia, 
yesterday it was even wider spread starvation in 
the Sahel, and where will it he tomorrow? 
I am certainly not advocating a return to colonial 
governments (although, we have this in real sense 
in Angola now) but pointi.ng out that a one-way 
change has been made and in most cases it has been 
a change for the better. In a sense it's something 
like a COUIJ.try be,ing tak<!n over by a -communist- • 
type gov~rnment, where reversion to something 
else is well-nigh impossib,k. 
As I understand it, Bishop Tutu and many other 
well-meaning people are advocating one man-one 
vote, which means that he and other black politicians 
would obtain control. · 
Even with assurance of protection of their rights 
as a minority, no amount of external pressure.would 
get the present South African government to accept 
this. Its members have seen how worthless such 
assurances' have been and continue to be elsewhere 
' in Africa. · . . . 
The Afrikaaners are much tougher and more 
numerous than the British and other Europeans 
were in Af{ica and they know they have no European 
country to retreat to-. Can you imagine such a 
. ~onservative group returning to an already crowded, 
socialistic Holland even if they were ,allowed to? 
I can't. · 
_rrThe Afrikaaners are· _much tougher 
.and more numerous than the Britirh 
and other· Europeans were in Africa.}} 
The threat is often made that . blacks will inflict 
a bloodbath .on whites in a. ~ivil war. But if !Ne 
~ompare rh,e numbers of plack~ ~nfortu,nately kiHed· 
m the past year to the number o_f whites,· the ratio 
is several hundred to orte. · 
Considering the present distribution o-f arms, 
. I suspect this ratio would .continue during a civil 
war. It is far greater than the population ratio ·and 
while the prospect is horrifying, the conclus,,ion 
is all to opvious: all blacks would probably be wiped 
out long before all whites, Those .. rhrearening this 
action would do well · to consider the possible 
consequences. 
Questioning a_uthority 
Ir is a strange coincidenc~ char US 
ships underwent attack in the Gulf of 
Sidra Jt the same time Nicaraguan 
rr6ops supposedly 'invaded' Honduras. 
Mose people may not ' realize that 
Khadafy's "line of death"' was drawn 
long before last week, yet US ships were 
given an order to cross it at that 
particular time. I have been told that 
it was a previously scheduled excercise 
to challenge Khadafy's illegal claim 
to international waters, but whatever 
the reason, it served another purpose. 
The rising conflict over Contra aid 
put Central American issues on t~e 
· front page of every news pa per m 
America, and therefore under direct 
scrutiny of the American people. The 
question of whether or not this country: 
can tolerate a socialist form. of govern-
ment in the western hemisphe,re needs 
to 'be discussed by all US citizens. The. 
By Kristy Markey 
People should be challenging the 
Reagan Administration's foreign pol-
icy, though, and questioning the faces. 
Last week, the State Departmem 
announced that • 2,000 N icar.aguan: 
troops invaded Honduras. President 
Reagan gave the J:-:londuran govern-
me'nt-$20 mill,ion in emergency aid, 
despite their denials of any invasion; 
the American .people didn't. even take 
the time to wonder about this. On 
Wednesday, the Honduran nation.aJ 
newspaper ran a headline saying," We 
were told we were being invaded." I'd 
like to know if that $20 million did not 
just' go straight to the Contras, who 
are camped on Honduras's southern 
border, but have no direct ties to the 
Hondu.ran government. The US is 
renting that land to wage a war in 
Nicaragua. 
history of our military involvement ., This week, it is more widely known , 
in Central America hing~s on: this issue. that no more than 800 Sandinista 
troops were involved in that border 
Unfortunately, the confrontation skirmish, and Honduras never saw it 
By Suliivan S. Marsden Jr. 
The s-imple-minded approach of · some ... 
. students, faculty, and others is· to sell out our stock 
of companies operating there with the hope that 
it will put pressures on the government of South 
Africa to grant concessions. N orbing could be more 
wrong. . . 
If this action. briefly floods the stock market with 
these shares and maybe drives down the price, they 
wil.l become good buys.for other inve$tors and the 
market will probably adjust to pre_vious values. 
If economic sanctions of various sorts cut down 
on mining, and other indusrr'1es, as many as 1.5 -
million surplus black workers could be· depbt;ted 
to their own countries no·rrh. of South -Africa and 
they would be the s-ufferers · from such counterpro-
ductive action. Are our protesters willing to aq::ept 
the responsibility for th~ poverty to which these -
families will be subjected? They should be. . 
The media sometimes gives the impression that 
, blacks are trying to leave South Africa and are 'being 
prevented from doing so. Nothing could be further 
from rhe truth. Many ~re trying to _get in hecause 
that's where the jobs are, not in their homeland . . 
· The . records 'of many American and some 
European companies ·operating _irt S'outh Africa 
in regard to giving equal trea_tment to black and 
white workers is laudable and, constructive. lt is 
a foot in the door which , the South African 
go.vernment quietly accepts an'¢ which -~ver· a long 
per·iod of time will probably lead to signifipnt 
· ·change for the better. , ' 
Instead of trying to harass ·these rnmpani€s, we 
should encourage others to go there arid cdo the 
same thing. This will accomplish worthwhile change 
· in South Africa even though it won't satisfy the 
. self-:righteousness of qur prote_stqrs. , 
Sullivan S. Marsden Jr. is a Professor of petroleum 
en,crineer~qg_at Sta.(lford Univer,-sity. -,:., -i• ( .-...... . . 
in Libya diverted our eyes fro!Jl the as a threat to them, but simply as a 
South to the East, and the debate over continuation of the Contras-Sandinista 
our involvement in Central America war. The dust rhrowp in the air by the 
has once again become silent. Nicaragua Stare Department has served -its pur-
is the only country south of Cuba thar· pose despite the emerging facts. Reagan 
has been able to keep its revolution will almost definitely get his $100 
without the US instigating a second million for the Contras.:_with no 
overthrow of the government and strings attached. Unfortunately, the 
installing a ruler who will cooperate Democratic stand against Contra aid 
with US business and military interests. disintegrated once they heard of Or-
Last week's events deserve a close.r 
look by the American people, because 
we have been deceived by our own 
government. Incidents such as these 
Chile ( 1973 ), Guatemala (l954),_ and rega's supposed attack. 
Nicaragua ( l 936) all lear.ned this 
lesson. American citizens · are now 
asking if our fear of communism 
j~1srifies dictating other peoples' lives. 
This quescio-n is much harder to 
tackle than the issues i_n Libya. Khadafy 
is .a much more blatent American 
enemy than Daniel Ortega, president 
of Nicaragua. Libya has become the 
threat to us now, and we will nor 
concern ourselves with Central Amer-
ica-;-it is ~oo complicated. 
' . 
·1 would like to know where the ·Srace 
Departmen
1
t got their initial re.port 
· on the skirmish in Honduras. Furth-
ermore why did US ships enter the Bay 
of Sidra at a time that would so 
effectively 'detract our concerns from . 
the new developments in Central 
America and cause us to overlook the 
$20-million given to a government .that 
denied the need for it? Is President 
Reagan authorized to act on such a 
rumour? . . 
· spurned the famous adage, ''ques.tion 
authority," and. I think we must do so 
to preserve our democracy. When our 
instincts tell us that the facts seem 
amiss, most likely we are right. Perhaps 
if more people in the government had 
raised doubts about the invasion and 
questioned the State Department's 
tactics, the incident wo1,ildn't have been 
shut up so quickly: Central America 
isn't on the front page anymore, but 
the war goes on and the issues remain 
unresolved. 
Kristy J'vfarkey is a sophmore english major 
· at rl1e Uni~ersity. 
1 
·· " 
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Arts & features 
·A ·celebration of the artoldance 
By Cathy McCarron · 
This weekend's performances 
by the UNH Dance Company 
celebrates the diversity of the 
, art of dance. Spanning the 
genres of jazz, ballet, tap, and 
modern dance, UNH's concert 
Premier dancer Kenny Harris 
praised the company, calling 
them, "very professional." Har-
ris, who spent last year at Boston · 
University whose theater de-
partment is widely acclaimed, 
credits-UNH' s concert as being, 
"one of the best I've ever seen." 
to blend." Nardone continues·, 
"just because someone some-
where decided that dancers 
should be skinny twigs ·doesn't 
mean anything. If a dancer really 
loves to dance, she'll project it 
on stage to the audience, no 
matter what size she is." 
continues through April 12th Nardone thinks much of the Thus, choreogr~phy is a very 
· at The Johnson Theater at 8p.m. , specialized task. B_town, Robert-"Th" ' f · company.s improvement stems is year s per ormance is - s· on, and Nar--don_e have created 
h b f " · d d · back to the nature of the pieces. t e est so ar, sai uec- h k "S " roles and movements spec1·f_1· ~ 
/ 
h h G N She, in er wor anctuary, tor S oreograp er ay ar- h d 1 d h · 'f · cally for the danc'ers .the· y have d f h 17 b · · as eve ope at emauc mo_u - one O t e mem er compan- 1·n m1·nd. For 1·nst·a· nee, Nardone ' k with individual characters. Giv-
y s wor · _ ing the students a more tangible has created "Istanbul Blues" for 
Nai:done, along with Jean h d · dancer Pavel Lam_p· ert. She says, 
B L R b d grip in the dance as ma e It rown, arry O ertson, an f · ff S N "the piece,· like Pavel, is mas-student Kim ·Patent,(directing ar more e ective. ays ar- 1 d ,, for Robertson who is on . sabat- done, ''.the ·students have gone cu jne ~n strong. , 
tical), will debut several original beyo nd jµS t danciJ).g and are ln the .numbers involving 
pieces which they have choreo- really beginning to act. That many dancers, choreographers 
h d makes all the difference." grap e . . adapt the pieces to incorporate 
. The pieces range from Ro-· The dancers· have .come a long · many different levels of dancers. 
bertson's "Pas de Deux," a way to opening night, Auditions Even fifty year :, old choreo-
·romantic ballet duo danced to were held in September and grapherJean Brown will dance. 
Bach's Violin Concerto ·in E since then, they have devoted Her enthusiasm is representa-
Major, to Brown's avant garde many long hours. Nardone tiveof the entire;.c;ompaEY· 
· '. 'Journeys," accompanied only admits to putting a lot of strain The Theater/ Uance Depart-
by recorded West .German ,and pressure on the students, rnent at UNH li.• a small but 
church bells, to Nardone's nos- but has been rewarded with dedicated group oJ faculty and 
talgic tribute to the '30's and several strong performers. students. According to Nardone, 
'40's jazz tn~dition with "Don't · · · · · an integral part of their su_ccess Mean AThing If It i:Ain't Got But a company involves more 
h · 1 · h h 1 is "their ability to .swap people." That Swing." t an s1mp y str.a1g t re earsa . 
UNH h · · d · .Many of the dancers also act, "The dancers are a talented, as given emonstrat1ons 
1 1 1 h 1 and-a-11 help with ~the te_chnica-1 well rounded group of people," to oca e ementary sc oo s. 
said Nardone as she comments They are also dedicated to the side of the perfor_mance. 
that in dance, it is essential to J~an Maddox Memorial Scho- "From dancing:·the students· 
-·'c!!r,m,-b-e, Me:rsa,t-ik,~ as ,a:H~ da'ff(:J(z is "'}a;_~_hiptFuf;l_d . . -,,,,r ~'\' ~-. I. si,, "'' - . lear.~ a-.. disciplin€ ,~p~y c;an gain .. 
\ ~Bel/n'~lng°'t6 b1;·cid- info ea~h "'·'But the performance is really from . nowhere else," N a'rdone 
other. . the heart of a dance company," says. "It prepares them for the 
Notes jazz dancer And.rea explains Nardone. In the UNH outside w:orld, whether they 
Ladany, "this year there's a lot Company, there are oot only en-ter the dance world or not." . 
.,, .'· (.: _':i . '• 
p)\GE NINETE'EN 
more variation and not as much different styles of dance, but also The future for The UNH 
segregation," a fact which the different styles of dancers,in Dance Company looks bright.: 
multi-talented company backs both level of ability and phy- In the words of Gay Nardone, 
i;ip as several dancers perform · sique. Nar·done confirms, "it "they are .all very proud to be 
Sa_rah Chorney and Pavel Lempert rehearse for ,the upcoming 
. UNH Dance Theatre Company concert. (PCAC photo) · · 
in more than one dance form. does work well and they all seem · in the company." · 
Amnesty theatre benefit 
By Peter A. Katz -1zed by good acting and writing · plays were nonetheless pohtical 
In coordination with Amnes- that made the audience think. in content. Gilles LeCompag-
ty lnternational's-· (AI) world- Although the evening was for non, one of the leaders of 
, wide celebration of its 25th AI, only the last play called UNH's AI chapter, said, "The 
~ ·_ anniversary, the Generic Thea- "Circus Unconscionable" spe~ plays dealt with important 
tre of Portsmouth performed cifically showed Al's support · problems, not necessarily hu-
two benefit productions on of ''prisoners· of conscience" - man rights violations." 
'· Friday and Saturday nights at people _who have never- advo- The first play which imme-
" the Hennessey Theatre. The - cated v10lence, but have been diately set the tone 
-i~~,~~;~?JI~'\Sz~:-~rr;~11~~~t:~r; .. :.:::;r~:i}tiJ::;~~1;~~~-~t~!;ri~~;~.,,·: .BtN·~-~i{(~agt io:. 
I. 
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.· Kiin· Hunter stars-in· a stunning "Belle~, ·· 
By,}lann~ Ga~n<>n ,., waiching her pee•rs SOI'.( ou~ 
Acade~y Award-winning , small town affairs., .marry, ~e~tie 
~im Huriter :is visiting Theatre . down, or move away to cmes. 
by the Sea this Spring. Capri- Her dream of becoming a beau-
'iating audiences, she is per- tiful society lady married to an 
fprming one of her f~i-vorite Amherst gentleman .was denied 
r.egional theatre ·roles· as Emily by her plain looks and stubborn . 
Dickenson in the The Belle .:9f behavior even before she turned 
Amhersts• · sevemeen. She later fell 1n love 
with one man w!10m she only · 
·Jn this one-woman, two-act met briefly, .twice durir.ig a span 
pJay she·· fluctuates between of twenty years. .. ·. : · 
s.elling stories and acting out • 1'owards the begining ot' the· 
memories. Her acting quality 
i$.'.' so natural she puts the au- play, Dickenson jokes about a 
to explain that it is only a new 
medium of creativity;. one that · 
made her famous after her 
death. 
Ms. Hq.nter brings to this role 
a wide variety of theatrical 
achievements. She has won 
several ~wards for her perfor-
mance in "A Streetcar Named 
Desi.re" and has starred in other 
films ,s~uch as «Stairway to 
Heaven," "Anything Can 
Happen,'' "Lilith," _"Storm Cen-. 
ter,'.L.and "Deadline USA." 
d-~ence at ease. T ,hrough her, frowning man -in a photograph' 
their role transformed from who is ttying. to smile. : This . : Real drama ·buffs might re-
simple viewers to parlor guests. stern fjgure is hedather, .a man me'r'nber ,her as the chimpanzee 
Though much of the play is < who la-id down -strict bedtime psychiatrist in the "Planet of 
centered around Dickenso.n's hours only to release them so th~f\.·l?~s.". , . 
p9etry,. goals . and thoughts, . s}:le, could write poetry in peace. 
those people closest to her: are . H_umer reenacts the scene so . . H_uf\.t~:r is a familiar face on 
given life through the witty ' acrnra.t~ly one cant.feel the :, t¢levision programs, most re-
dialogue she plays with imagi- .,'·. fathers stc_me hear_ . sohen as ; cemly appearing in "Sm~kie,'-' . 
nary characters. Dickenson's she hypnoucal!y reotes a _poem :·sce-rie of the Crime," "Hot . 
moods swing as quickly as .her about the sunnse. Pursuit," "Private Sessions" and 
thoughts,· and Hunter recreates . • :THree :sovere.igns .for Sarah." 
Her Jife ,builds up to a' visit F h h . f , L ·n ' these moments flawlessly. · or t e · ungry an,. s1;1~ :.: ·as: 
·" from the publ~sher of Atlantic . wr1tteQ Loose in /be 'Kiteh;e,n,' 
:cDickens<;>n lived her whole Monthly. Hunter displays ap- · .: an aritobiographica:l coold~qok::, 
life in Amher~_t, Massachusetts, preherisive "How do you do's" - ; ,, .. _.  '<, 
thriving on, he_r poetry. Aiways and silly ·etiq.uette blunders, - · 
dreaming of having:it published, ' ultimately capturing everyone's : The Bklle of 'Amherst wHI be ,.: · 
she only lived to., ~ee seven of heart with a~ elegant expression pl~yin,g.,rhrough April 19., iri: :· 
her.dvei- 6ne thousand :rworks , of rnjection. . .. eluding matin~e and eve!Jing--• :: 
in :priht. she yearned for recog- . The publisher, Mr. H~ggen- shows. -For more information: .. 
. nition ana love ,which ,occured _ · son, thinks the meter of Ms. call th~ Theau-:c: by the Sea Box •., .. 
only sporadically-irt .. he/1-ife. Hunter'spoetryisoucofcontroi. Office' at 431-6660, Tue,s_d:ay ,, Kim Hunter plays Emily Dickenson in Theatre by _the Sera's 
.Sh~ grev-; up an observer, Too frustrat.ed, she finds it hard through S\lnday, 12-9 pm. "The.Belle of Amherst." (A.ndrew Edgar photo) . , 
------------.~-----BENEFIT------------...----
evening, was called, 'The Story ' ·· sai.d, '.'Bow-wow." Soon he was 
of-the Man Who Turned into on his hands and knees, loudly 
a ·Dog," written by Osvaldo barking like .. a dog. 
Dragun. The play was about the After McCrone had been 
title, explaining how a human em ployed as a dog for some 
being could actually become a months, he and his. wife, Debbie 
dog. The reason for this cruelty Heal, shared a romantic mo-
was that the man could find no ment. When he brought her 
other work than replacing a hand to his mouth for a kiss, she 
. night watchman's dog, who had quickly pulied ·away, saying, ''I 
died after 27 years. This thought yot1 were going to bite 
man/dog _was played accurately me!" 
by Greg McCrone, because.' of This play characterized the 
his scraggly beard and '.'ever- next three in using very few 
ymao" clothes, consisting of a props, a small cast and light-
polyester suit and a pastel- ening its heav¥ political mes-
colored, extra wide tie.' · sages with humor. This ·humoi 
McCrone was aided by Cary was particularly noticeable in 
Wendell and Muffie Hendricks .,· the plays "Out of fhe Flying 
who made the most of their very Pan,'' written by David Camp-
limited resources. Their only· ton, · and ·1 'Loans," .by Nancy 
set was a four sided, cube on '' Kiefer. · Although , these two 
wheels, with each side depicting ' : plays involv~d the atomic bomb, 
• a different scene: a park bench, humor was easily found .in both. 
a factory, a kitchen and a dog In the former, there were only 
house. As the actors moved from two characters, played, by R0-
one scene to the next they fand Goodbody and · Gordon 
turned the cube around and Carlisle, who were diplomats 
moved in synchronization with representing opposing co·un.- , 
it. An example is when McCrone . tries. . 
would leave his home. to. go to · The two were dressed iden-
work; he would hide behind the tically in finely pressed, dark 
cube and enter on-stage through business suits, but it was their 
the hole of the dog house, which · hats which defined their respec-
was exposed to the audience. rive countries: a black fur on for 
The play introduced political the East, and .a bowler for the 
sentiments found in nearly all West. One of the many humor-
of the evening's performances. ous scenes was the ending, in 
The themes of terrorism, op-- which although their own coun-
p-ression, and racism. The play tries had just dropped numerous 
would make Karl Marx proud destructive bo·mbs, the dimplo-
because it shows that capitalism mats still faced the press came-
treats workers like dogs and can ras with huge smiles on their 
even make a human being faces. · 
become one, if necessary. J.n "Loans," the actress Al-
This play succeeded, though, legra May believes all civiliza-
because it was able to offset the tion has been lost after an 
political statement with humor, atomic war. But this catastrophe 
which at times could be des- doesn't stop a bank officer who 
cribed ~s dark. When Mr. comes to collect a $10,000 
McCrone first applied for a job, college loan. She is just as 
employers informed him they shocked as the audience is 
had none available, unless he· humored. · 
could bark. McCrone quickly Incomplete contra-st to these 
rejected this offer, but then he plays was the final one called 
started think_ing about it. He "Circus Unconscionable," be-
slo~ ly succumbed and softly cause It had 13 cast memb~rs, 
<conrinued from page 19) 
very detailed props and abso-
lutely no humor. Gilles LeCom-
pagnon added, p t was powerfµl 
and tragic and ·especially effec-
tive as the las( .play for people 
to think about." 
The action takes place at a. 
circus, but there was something 
very strange about· this circus. 
In the program, we are informed 
the circus was chosen, "because 
something :under the big top 
·scares us. Maybe it's dirt, maybe 
it's death; maybe it's the usurp-
ing 9f. individual purposes be-
cause 'the show must go on."' 
LeCompagnon added, "This 
play was the most representive 
of the world, because countries 
take liberty to torture people." 
. The Strongman and the Acro-
bat, .played by Chris Gratton and 
He le n Brock respectively, 
, looked emaciated and pale, and 
were physically pushed around 
while performing their acts. The 
program describes the · charac-
ters in, ·"Circus" as loosely based 
.on real prisoners: Yegor Vol-
kov, a -:- lab.or organizer, and 
Marianela Garcia Villas, a hu-
man rights activist ·killed in 
1983. The audience sees the 
extent of the circus leader's 
brutali t_y when he takes a 
member of the audience and 
accus,es him of helping the 
Strongman. This person, ( alias 
actor Eric Dyer), was then 
beaten, chained and drugged- . 
talk abo_ut audience partic:ipa-
tion! _ 
Roland Goodbody comment-
ed, "It, (the play), showed 
complacency; only when things 
are in front of people's noses 
do they a~t out. It upset the 
audience." 
"-Circus" was the focal point 
of the evening, straightforward-
ly showing the audience what 
AI does. The actors deserve 
credit because this play was 
created from theater games and 
brainstorming, after receiving 
letters and case histories from 
Al. 
Indeed, the audience feels the 
cruelty of the Ringmaster when 
he injects tu.rpent:ine, from a 
needle and af syringe four feet 
long, into Y egor. The final, and 
perhaps most chilling, was the 
ending. The Ringmaster's 
shadows" -hit-men search the 
dark audience with piercing 
flashlights, looking to capture 
someone else to become a per-
former. 
The Generic Theatre consists 
of only amateur actors a11d 
actresses. RoJan.d Goodbodi, 
who \v;s in ''Out of the Flying 
Pan" and "Loans" is a librarian 
at UNH, while his opponent 
in "Flying Pan," Gordon Car-
lisle, is an artist. Mr Goodbody 
looks forward to doing more . 
political plays. 
--------ECHO------
········.;.··········· .. <coririn~edfrom·page 19), . . ..... 
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The Niche •• • 
. c-off cettousc 
An Entertainment Alternative 
Presents ---~-
Friday, April 4 
OPEN STAGE 
Saturday, April 5 
Brad Wright 
B:00-12 midnig_ht 
Devine Room 7L 
Free Admission 
Refreshments sOld 
Funded by .PFO 
• • . ,  
• -. • • • • • • • .. 
• 
···········•··••·······••· . ·• . .: . ;~ ... 
. . · ' - ., 
I , • 
• ~- . . , I I _·f , ., 
.. ..•. 
• · • : . .. 
' . 
·- ·· ·• • . . 
• • .
• • · • • .. 
• • , .
• • • • • • • .  
• .. 
• 
• • f • .
• • • . ' 
Friday -& Saturday at Midnight 
• I ' $4.00 
• • • • 
(rules will be enforced and ID's checked) 
Also 
· Out of Africa 
• • • • . ', 
• • • • • 
Winner of 7 Academy Awards including best picture : 
7 :30 only one sho'w : 
':---------- ,=======•··-~- ~- -~= =-~- • 
· Visi~-ijlqeatre J}id~n : 
m the lobby , , : · 
· · tJO's of the latest releases, VCR rentals : 
NO MEMBERSHIP OR DEPOSIT is required. : ' 
Special T u~sday & Wednesday only $1.25 a tape : 
Free Patking-on Kari-Van Route : 
• • 
·············································~·········. 
,· . .Jlk . 
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Guides to War-drobe ~Selections· 
\ 
You are the consumer of clothing and accessories. 
Therefore, you should be aware of consume_r -1 
motivation and the criteria consumers use in fashion 
selection, which include color, textute and line 
direction. There are also the practical considerations, 
_ · such as price, fit, suitability, fabric performance 
· and care and woFkmanship, which the consumer 
should be aware of. 
In the past, 'most people bought clothe~ only when 
a need arose, for a special occassion or because their 
old clothes wore out. Most people- -could not afford 
to-buy more than the· basic necessities. However, 
for many people today, discretionary income is larger. 
People can purchase new clothes frequently and 
consequently the motives for buying clothes have 
changed. We are able to buy clotfies because we want _ -
or l1ke them, not just because we need them. Buying 
motives vary from consumer to consumer and from 
_ day to_ day, and include the desire to be fashion~ble, 
attractive, accepted by friends or colleagues, a.rid 
' to impress others or fill an emotional need. 
Once the consumer i~ aware of his or her motivation 
for buying a fashion item, the criteria used in its 
-selection should be considered. These elements of 
fashion appeal, which include color, texture and 
line direction, draw the consumer's' attention to a 
fashion item, such as a business suit, a bathing suit 
or a belt. _ 
- Color }s usually .the first aspect of an accessory 
or garment to which the consumer responds. People-
relate personally to color usually ~electing or rejecting 
a garment on the merit of its color. The color may 
or may not flatter their own coloring, or ·it may _ not 
create-the correct mood response. For ex~mple, a 
vibrant red may be unsuitable for a board m~eting 
whi-le a navy blue: might be more appropiate. _ 
People also conqect certain colors with holidays 
and seasons of the year. They expect to se~ pastels, 
florals and white for the spring and summer, colors 
. of .autumn leaves for the fall and reds -and greens 
-for the winter clothing. _ _ _ 
Color has three different dimensions: hue, value 
· and intensity. Hue enables the consumer to teH one 
color frorri another, such as yellow from red. Value -
refers to the use of darks and lights. The value scale 
runs from white to black with white as pure light 
arid black as the absence of light: Every garment 
has a value contrast to achieve a dramatic effect. 
· For e~ample, black worn with white is the strongest 
contrast. Close value contrasts, such a·s the grays 
and blues in a business suit, allow for a more 
conservative impression. 
By Michele Valway 
Intensity refers to the brightness or paleness of 
a color. High intensity colors are bright, such as ' 
royal blue. Low -intensity colors are pale, such as 
soft pastel,_blue. Generally, bright colofS'are combined 
with others of high intensity to achieve a balanced 
· look. But today's fashions create imbalances in 
intensity of colors as well. · 
· Colors are also categorized into three groups: warm, 
cool and neutral. The warm colors include ·red, yellow 
and ·orange because of the-ir association with the 
sun. Warm colors are aggressive, lively and stim-
ulating. · 
Jo the cool category are blue, green and purple 
because these · colors are .consider~d refreshing and 
-are associated with the sea and sky. 
Lastly-, the neutral colors are beige, brown, tan, 
white, gray and black. They present a pleas_ing 
background to the wearer without competing for 
attention. 
Color can also create illusions. For example," cool 
or dark colors recede, causing the figure to look smaller 
or slender. Warm, light or bright colors advance 
visua,llyi making a figure .seem larger. Theref_ore, 
the consumer can disguise figure problems, if he ,~ 
or she feels it is necessary, by choosing a ~ertain 
color. 
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The second aspect to which the consumer responds· 
is the texture of a garment. Texture is the surface 
interest of the fabric, created by the weave of the 
fibers. In addition, the way a fabric responds to light, 
such as the light reflection on-a smooth .fabric li~e 
silk or satin, or light · absorption of a _rnugh fabric, 
such as tweed, also play a part in the consumer's 
choice of fabric. The way a fabric feels and sounds 
also influences the buyer, who will brush the surface 
with his or her hands and listen to the rustle of a 
fabric, such as taffeta. · · · - . 
The third and last element of. fashion appeal which 
the consumer .should consider is the aspect :of line 
directi9n, in agarment. Line detirrn,ine$ the ·direction 
of visual interest. -Details such as seams; pleats, 
· gathe~s, tucks, · topstitching and trim~ contri~ute 
. toward the line direction of a whole garment. Lmes · 
are used to create designs, and they 'can also be used 
to. create optical illusions. lkcause of these fact~)fs · 
'•it is possible to select _a garment clesign with lines · 
that form a becoming illusion in relation to one's 
body size arid shape. This can be accomplished because 
the eye is influenced by the direction and artan~ement 
of lines. _ · 
· There are classic types of lines used in design: 
vertical, horizontal, diagonal, curved and zig-zag. 
Vertical lines draw the eye upward and tend to make 
· one look taller and possibly thinner. For example, 
a tie extending from the neck to the waist represents 
a vertical line. Horizontal lines draw the eye across 
the f igur:e. apd l et;d te_.,make one lo_ok shorter and 
possibly '·hd1vier:· For ·example, a w-1de belt around 
one's waist cuts the average figure in two. Vertical 
and horizontal lines can also create plaid with the 
· direction of the more pronounced liries directing 
the eye. · · ,, 
Diagonal- and curved lines may create the illusion 
of height or width, dep_ending upon how vertical · 
or flattep.ed they are. Diagonal lines are considered 
to imply powerful movement and vitality. The angle 
and length of the diagonal control its effect. Curved 
_lines are rnnsidered to express grace, and the depth 
and position of the curved line on the garment control 
its effect. Lastly, zig-zag ~ines create excitement 
by drawing the ~ye in no exact direction. However, 
- zig-za_g lines are often disconcerting. 
Once the consumer is aware of his or her buying 
· motivation-and is aware of the criteria used in fashion •·· 
selection, he or she should be aware of the practical · 
considerations of purchasing a fashion item. 
Price is probably the _most important practical 
consideration for the average _ consumer. The 
consumer evaluates· the total worth of all the fashion , 
appeal aspects of the garment or accessory and their 
, relationship to its retail price, asking the inevitable 
. ~quesi:i0ri: cati he or she afford it.· ....  . ... . .. .. ..... . . . . 
The try-on is a crucial step in the buyer's selection 
of a garment beca'use sizing is not a guarantee of 
·fit. The try-on further enables the consumer to judge 
if the fashion appeal elements are suitable to his 
or her figure. 
It · is also important that a fashion item be 
appropriate for a specific occasion or to suit the 
needs of a consumer's life. Impulse shoppers do not 
consider appropriateness, and therefore find them-
. selves ,,purchasing items that do not fit into ·their 
wardrobes. 
Often, factors in selection include the durability 
and ease or difficulty of caring for a garment. 
Consumers should consu-It the fiber content and 
instruction labels sewn into apparel. . 
The fifth and last practical consideration is the 
. wotkmansl:iip, which refers to the quality of 
· · constru,ction, stitching and finishing of a garment 
or· accessory. . _ 
Once you, the consumer, are aware of buying 
motivation,· elements of fashion appeal, and practical 
considerations of fashion selection, you should be 
· able to better select fashion items. But keep in mind 
that these guides to_ fashion selection are nqt rules, 
. but simply aids in choosing clot_hing for your 
wardrobe. If you like to pair a bold yellow with a 
pale purple or a plaid pattern-with diagonals, then 
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·_GARFIELD® 
JON WILL KILL ME 1r:- HE FINDS . 
OOT I LET RAT~ INTO THE HOUSE. 
I'LL LURE. THEM OUT WITH THE. 
· OU7~'PIED PIPER'' PLOY 
I ,Milt FOR 
CAN'T . THE CAMERA, 
IA/ATGI.. BABY/ 5HOW 
/ YOU!?.5"TUFF 
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
by Berke Breathed 
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By JEFF MacNELL Y 
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Stephen J. Little M. Ed 
603-430-8881 
Specialized treatment of 
Eating Disorders 
·Our $11.95,same-day rouri'.g , 
trip fare to Boston from Durham , 
or·Bover is a super vaiue :---For . 
schedule informatiqn, call yo.w . 





48 Main St. 
6Q3 . • 868-2688 
Are you de~ying 
yourself 
a 6etter shot 
at grad school? . _ 
Okay, it may be too late to 
get a 4.0. But it's not too late to 
try to do better ·on your LSAT, 
GMAT, GRE, or MCAT. For that, 
· there's Stanley H: Kaplan. ·· • 
. No one has prepped more 
students than Stanley H. 
Kaplan. Our test-taking tech-
niqu~s and educational 
programs have prepared 
over 1 million students. 
So whatever grad school 
exam you're taking, call us. 
Remember, the person next to 
. you during your exam might 
have taken a Kaplan 
course. 
# 
I Why deny yourself? I 
# 
Prep in Manchester for 
June LSAT or GMAT exam 
1f 
.Call · COLLECT 
(617)482-7420 




STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD. 
The worlds leading · 
test prep organizaijon. 
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Come enjoy our Oyster Bar ... 
Wednesdays, Thursdays • ~11111.... 
& Fridays ' · ·· .·· .· . ~, 







Meeting This Sunday 
April 6 . . 




• .. , .. 
• 
- . • .. . 
. : . .. . -
• . . 
•• a1a~ . , !......- -·. : :· 
. :....... . __ ...... _. : ·.:.· .•~--·,,~ . ~~.,. . . ;Z."'<v ·. . • • . · ·"·· i , See you there/· i 
Jtraffotd oucnuc, c::h.Nha,n., n.h. (MJ) .. 2·Z81S :~ _ ! · '. · .,.·.:,1-..,:s, _ -,,, ... , •. _~,->:,.·,, .; ___ ,,~'"'""•·· · ·, .· ! : 
~---"---~~ ~~~ ~ ..::.,c___--'---'--,:_;;___-'----,-,-'t __ •·'·----..--,...'· ·:  "- ............ ..... . ... - •••••••• ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • ' 
·: COME SEE 
;.~ . i ~ ' .. ' - . 
, .. -. ·'· --: 
·P·RESIDENTIAL CANDI DATES 
·. JN DEBATE .· 
~-------·· Monday Apfll, 7th 12.~ .00-2:00 --, __ _ 
Granite State Room MUB 
HEAR them discuss the _ 
k_ey points so you can 
make the right choice 
'· \'. 
'" ' \ \ . ' 
_ \i.:i~t:~f.\·r·. . . 
. ' 
, ... l 
, · 
,,-, ~ -::· 
. '"/-"' ' 
I 
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: !ALUMNI · SPEAKERsl 
! . . i 
· ruESDAYS 
-12:45-2 PM 
PAUL ARTS CEN.TER . 
ROOM--A218 
Talks by Art Department Alumni 
Open to public · 
t . spon~ored by thE! UNH Art Dept. . _ 
511111111H~llllllllllll!llllllllll~lllllllllllllllllllllllllllll.llllltlllllllltlllllllllllllllllllllll,IIIUlllllll~IIIIIIIIIUlll!'~llflllll.li . 
\ 
· BE A. PART OF -----'-------::---~ 
·scOPE 
/ .. · SCOPE S~UDENTS _i~terested 
Seo. p· E' m vol un_ tee~mg for _ _ · prod uct1on ·' 
' s·co. p .. E and s~curity 
for. the 







.. ~.for· you to get 
valuable job experience 
before graduation-
. Get_an edge 
on .'fhe co.m-p_etition ·and 
·, · Take the initiative .. · 
THE NEW HAMPSHI ......... 
- .needs an -
. Advertising· Associate 
- to lead to Adverti~ing Manager 
Assistant Business Manager_ . 
to· lead· to Busines.s · Manager 
inl98&/87 
_➔. 
Apply in Room 108 . MU B · 
~~:c:;= cS:Cc;:cc~= cS:Cc;!c!c~c cScc>Sc~c c!!Ec='-i~Bi= cxcRS~ 'c:cc_ ~ri =~ =~·' ~;:;:==~ ======== ===~= 
· The College of Li~eral Arts 
· ·_ - needs · 
STUDENT PEER 
-ADVISO·RS 
to assist first year in- · 
coming students ·during 
. Summer Orientation · 
' ' 
Part-time work from 
. June 9-June 27, 1986. · 
· · . Payment $300. · 
Interested CLA Juniors 
- and Seniors may pick up . · . ·· 
application farms from the . 
Cl.A Academjc Advising Center, 
. r • . 
· · Murkland '.#111. · / ·. 
· · . · . Deadline for · appliCations is . 
·. · . Aprilll,1986. · . .. 
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...__A __ Pa_r_t_m_e_n_ts_f_o_r _R_en_t___, [" l r 
Durham-Furnished single rooms with bath 
available for female students only. Available 
for 1986-87 academic year. Private en-
.trance. Ten minute walk from T-Hall. $900 
per semester, including utilities. Call 868-
2217 after 4 pm 
APT a summer rental at University Apar:t-
ments. Two bedrooms, kitchen and living 
room, hot water and electricity included. 
$500/mo. negotiable. Available June 1-
Aug. 22. ·c .all 868-3358 
Summer sublet- own bedroom, in clean 
well kept apartment, Located close !O 
campus in Davis courts. $220 ,a month 
negotiable. Contact Ann· at 868-9972' 
Summer housing . in Durham- 6 person 
male/female house, - 10 min. walk from 
campus partia-ily furnished, washer / dryer, 
sunde.e::k. $175/mo./person double room, 
$200 month sin'gle, utilites included. 868-
1919 or 862-1165 for further information. -
1979 Mustang GHia Turbo, 4cyl. 4 speed, 
68,000 miles, Pioneer AM/FM cass, Alloy 
wheels, $3000 @r best otter. 868-9803, ask 
for Bob 
1984 Blue SlJzuki moped-ridden only one 
season-$350 or best otter-call Jennifer 
at 749-5843 
1974 HONDA CB360-Runs good. $350 
B.0, Call Srain 868-6098 
BICYCLE-FUJI Royale 12 speed 23" frame 
USED 1 season. Excellent condition $250. 
Call anytime 742,-6676, ask for Phil or leave 
a message on the machine 
. . 
MUS.T SELL: 74 MUSTANG II, G,OOD 
RUN.DJING CONDITION, MANY NEW 
PARTS: Mid~s front 0rakes and complete 
exhaust.four radials, Die-hard battery. 8-ody 
in good shape. Inspected 12/85. $600.00 
or BEST OFFER. CALL 1368--5759 ·: 
FOR SALE 
197 4 Honda CB360- runs ·well. $350 or 
Best offer. Brian 868-6098 
For Sale: Televideo computer, 100% IBM 
-compatible, 2-.360K dick drives, green 
screen with graphics, senial and parallel 
ports, 256K $1,100 or B.O. Call Jim at 7 42-. 
_8814 
For Sale: one couch, cushioned arm chair, 
cushioned rQcking arm chair, 2 pine wood 
end_tables, one corner table, ,one 4'x4'x7' 
1 / 2"· bar, 2 sturdy lofts with nuts and bolts, 
one 19" color t.v. with excellent r.eception 
· to be sold or taken at end of semester, plus 
more: We are graduatin,g and want to sell 
everything, call and give us your best otters. 
86'8-5867 -Joe or Wally 
· 1976 Dodge Aspen four door. "slant" -six 
cyliinder engine, rebuitt autom'atic trans-
. mission, po.,;;,er steering and br-akes , air 
conditioning, tinted gla~s. rear defroster, 
AM-.FM,.good tires, no rust. just inspected. 
Very CLEAN w;:is $1250- need money now 
$850 call 332-5844 ~sk for Peter Jr. 
PERSONALS 
All Operating S-t aff! The Fayulty Cente_r 
has recently chan·ge€J -its 1T.1embership 
policies and we are now allowing operating 
·statf to jo·in the tacili-ty. Please come by 
for lunch between April 7-11 and ·see what 
we're all abotit 
Are you interested in advertising? Public 
relations? Communi.caticrns·? The New 
Hampshire needs a dynamic .and aggres-
sive advertising a!:isociate (leading to c,id 
manager) for 1986-87 year. Applicants 
should be a freshman, ·sophomore or junior 
next semester. Pick up applications in 
Room 108 MUB. 
Contraceptive Services: C6nfidential ,' high-
quality care by trained and sensitive staff. 
Sliding fees for exams and supplies. Call 
for appointment. The Clinic Dover_? 49.-
2346, Rochester 332-4249_ 
PEf;lSONALS 
BABS- Hope you are feelin_g. better. Have. 
tun in :ortord with everyone .. I 'II miss you. 
YOUR COACH 
Joe in Huddleston- You said you wanted 
to add anot~er dimension to out relation-
ship. So here's your first personal. I have 
a feeling that this isn't quite wbat you meant. 
Just :give me time .. Love-, your curly-haired 
smiley facell 
what did you have in mind Joe??7 
#2- I'm glad you're happy. I'm very happy.; 
promise. ·1 finally figured out who my favorite 
player is. Do you know? I hope so! love 
Mish 
Is everybody happy?? 
4 bedrooms, livirig room, kitchen a~d bath. 
Centrally IGcated in Dover. $640 per month 
includes heat least required, no pets. Call 
Camera, Canon Ex Auto, (Semi-auto- 1 
matic), 10 yrs old, good condition., flash 
included, $75.00. Call Ann at 742-8495 - 1981 $ilver D9dge Omni- 2 dr: hatchback, 
ORIGINAL MOVIE POSTERSI Thousands 
available. Most priced from $750 to $12.50. 
Send three 22¢ stamps for illustrated 
catalog to CINEMA VERITE, PO Box 315, 
Menlo Park, Ca 94026.(415)321 ~ 1988 
Greg- Hope-you had a happy birthday! Mimi 
Theta Ct;ii 4DOCS pledges- Good luc ~J; 
We made it through the keg and egg ,'wi{ 
can .make it through anything! Kim- if the{ 
wanted you to wear the run-off, they'd put 
you under the tap! Amy- we will remembe,-r 
you' Bobbo- Thanks for the egg, even if 
it was under ceokedl Rick- thanks for the 
beer to go w_ith t·he egg. Remember ~· 
revenge is sweet' New Wave. Lori, Soott~ 
thanks for the crash course in pigs! Dano 
742-7908 between Tahd 9 p.in. · 
APT for R(mt-Du-rharh large 2 ~de! ootn apt 
in home tor 2 people, Heit wa.ter include.d. · 
Wood stove, off street parking. Walk to 
campus. No smokers: $500 / mo. Call 868.-
1152 ' ' ' ' " . ' 
Do·ver-tour bedro_om apartment. Newly 
renevatea,• 1.a(g.e liviri:g room, .dining room 
any] kitchen. $700/ month. Call 868-5995 
or 207 -439-4285 
Fo,r Sul:)let: One bedroom in very nice 3 
bd~m apt.in .Newmarket. Large living rm. 
kitchen bath. Available asap after gradua-
tion. $167 mo. plus utilities: Ampl off street 
par.king, laundry facils. Call 659-5694; ask 
tor Sue, Chris, or Kris. 
APT-summer rental at University Apart-
ments. Two bedrooms; kitchen and living 
room i<'h@,t,. wat.e1,,:-aAd elec.tri c),ty jnclu,ded. 
$500/mo.,negotiable. Available June 1 ~ 
Aug. 22. Call 868/3358 
. ' . 
Summer Sublet: great price, DlJrham-within 
walking distance to campus, q·uiet apart-
ment for 2 (or 3.) people. Call 1368~3365 
___ H_e_ip_· _w_a_n_te_d_~-' HI 
.- Summertime Joo. Atten.dant for disabled 
male. No experience necessary. $210 plus 
per week. Duties include personal care , 
van driving, beaching, funning. ~ all Dan 
692-4764. 
VollJnteer to beoome a Youth C_ompanion. 
Share some time with onE:: of Rochester's 
discouraged youths. The Youth Companion 
Program matches girl-s an.d b9ys , 6- 1 7 
years old, with _caring adult volunteers. The 
adult and child spend a f.ew hours a week 
together invo.lved in activities both enjoy , 
such as fishing, hiking, crafts or bakin@. 
1977 Maverick, 4-door automati c. Good 
• condition, $f2cio· with AM/FM. Casse·tte ·_ 
stereo, -$1 boo without stereo, wii'ling to 
·negociate somewriat. Calj 7 42-221. 7. from 
8:30-9:30 pm 
1981 Buick Skylark, front wheel drive, 4 
speed1 2 door·; no -rust,_ exceile,1t condition. 
· Asking $3000 .. Call. 436-6397 after 6 pm 
1978 FIAT 128 Good cGndition no rust. 
$500.00 or B.O. Call after 6-332-9243 
80 Toyota Corolla Sport Coupe, 2-door 
hatchback, 5-speed standard, AM-Ff\11 four 
speaker. SONY cassette~ Engine and body 
well mai'ntained. Must sel,I by semester's 
end $3000 or best qffer. Call 868-9899, 
-ask for ·Kim or Steph 
FOR SALE-1981 WILDERNESS TRAILER, ' 
19', rear bath, sleeps 6, 6 gal. hot water 
·heater, the.rm ostat control led heat,· 
gas/electric refrigerator, gas stove/oven. 
· $?,600, PHONE: 742-3276 anytime 
Free cas~ette tape' Hearlhe spee~b of 
Reverend A. Molt is _on Protestantism, the 
Right wing and Roman-communist worked 
politics. Send stamped & addressed. en-
velope to : Reverend Moltis, PO Box 3646, 
Manchester NH 03105 
ADOPTION : Childless couple seeking to 
adopt; nurse / lawyer; wish to .share our lov.e 
with your child; wirling to meefw/ birth 
mother, coun_seling, attorney and all med-
ical expenses provided. please call our 
atto~ney, Michael R. Chamberlain , 622~ 
3784 
Electric typewriter with correction and 
portable carrying case .. It 's just a year old 
and practically never been used! Sears-
The Electric 2. Please contact Melissa at 
862 -4267. Leave a message ahd I'll get 
back to you if I'm not there' 
BICYCLE FOR SALE: Schwinn Voyageur 
· 11.6, 23" frame, mirror, bottle cage, pump, 
Blackburn rack, Wheelsmith wheels, $100. 
Call Wayne 604-9536, 5-7 30 p.m. 
- For more informati on, attend Ute public -
informational meeting on April 17th, 7 pm, 1978 VW Dasher wagon- sound mechan-
·at the Rochester Community Center, ical shape- body good exc_ellent for $1,400 
Hanson St., or call 332-4124. Call 86>8-7178 ~v_e_ni_n_gs ______ _ 
{ echnicians and Operators " Sprague F<2r sale- , Mini-vacation · at Biltmore Plaza 
Electric Co., Concord, N.H. 3rd . shift Hotel, Providence, R.1., overnight accom-
weekday·s, all ~hilts weekends. No expe- odations for two for two nights- free parking-
rience n·ecessary. Contact Ton Anderson breakfast eacM morning for two. M_ust be 
at 224-1961 ext. 339 12 pm-6 pm. ·starting used by 5/6/86. Value $120, will sell for 
$7.00 plus an hour. · , - .$50. Contac! Scott at 868-7139 
The New Hampshire 0 n·eeds an assistant 
business manager for the 1986/87 year 
and it will lead to bus·iness ma~ager in . 
87 /88. lnterest!:!d freshmen , ·sophomores 
and juniors can pie::k up applications in 
Room 108, MUB 
Wanted: Experienced LifeGuar.d- Swim-
ming Instructor for private club in Fran-
conia, N.H. Must be certified - Mid June 
- to Labor Day season. Housing availabl_e 
1982 Kawasaki GPZ 550, Bright Rede Good 
co·ndition, Runs Great, Very fast, good 
cheap transportation. Asking $900 or best 
offer (booked at $1 .4 70) Cal I 7 49-3676. 
weekdays or 888-6343 on weekends. Ask 
for John, Call soon and take advantag.e 
of the good weather. · 
1979 Fairmont, 6 cylinder automatic, manv 
new parts, Michelin radiB.ls, excellent 
transportation, one owner $1,150. Call 
335-1365 
54,000 miles . . Auto shift. Rear window 
defroster, stereo radio tapedeck, trailer 
hitch: 44 mpg. highway.Excellent condition. 
Asking ·$2.900 .. Call 868~2350 or 7 49-2209 · 
BEATLE FAN.S-LErx!NON MEMORABLIA: 
- Dec. 1 0 and 11, 1 ~80 copies of Boston . 
Globe and Boston Heral~ (d?Y Lennon died) 
wi(h special inserts pl't.i s Dec. 22 copies 
of TIME and. NEWSWEEIZ with Lennon · 
covers: BEST OFFER. Afso: 65 back issues 
of Rolling Stone (197i0 79, 81-82). BEST 
OFFER 868-5759 
For'sale: 1972 SAAB Sonet 11·1 Two-seater 
sports car. Fiberglass body : Good 
condition- must be se~n. 4 cyl. 4 speed. 
Ne exhaust, alternator,, tires. $2,500 firm 
942-7614 evenings. 
For sale: moving, must sell !he following: 
Coppertone upright freezer- frost free, 15 
cu. ft :- $220. Victorian sofa~ crushed light 
green-velvet-- beq.J.Jtiful o~Aditio rr. $400 
942-7614 evenings' ,_, · · 
SERVICES 
GOING AWAY? Responsible senior citizen 
will house-sit your pets, plan_ts or property-
. minimum two weeks. F.leferences. 742-
7962 
$10-$360 Weekly/ up m:ai,lirig Circulars! 
,No quotasl Sincerely interested rush self~ 
addressed envelope: Succ ess, PO Box 
470CEG, Wo.odstock, Ill. 600~8 
I'====----. P____,.,ersona_ls....-----J] [IJ 
The Pledges Wer~. Her'e!II 
Bill M. haven 't seen you in awhile. We have 
to party again s.oon , hopef,ully we won 't 
get so messy!II Love always; Dawn. 
Aaron : thanks for giong to the FEMS! Your'e 
so mtich fun to be with. ' J oo ead you 
couldn't spend the night. love, Heidi 
Kris, R3: I never know what to say, or how 
to say it. Thanks tor your understanding . 
"Fait~fully" CJ 
To the Tardvan: Butter-how's your head? 
Susie-UConn Funnel Oue~n.'. Fitzy-Did-you 
have to pedal on the WWII-Bomber plc:1ne 
· home? Cuda-how were those 2 for- 1-'s at 
the Whistle? 
Screen Printing & Embroidery T cShirts , · 
caps, jackel!:i, buttons, ~igns, mugs, pencils, 
etc. Competitive whofo saJe pric.es. T ~ 
SHIRTS PLUS-Fox Run Mall, 431-4355 . 
Be a BARTENDER.-Prepare for a good 
summer job. Learri mixology. H's easy and 
fun our way. Call or write for Free Brochure. 
MASTER BARTENDER SCHOOL, 84 Main 
St., Newmarket, NH 03857. 659-3718 
Communic-ation Majors, do you know where 
yo'u stand for requirements? Come to Peer 
Advising in the hall way of PCAC betweer.i 
9am-2pm starting monday, March 31st to 
Frid'ay; April 4th 
TRYOUTS-1986/7 UNH CHEERLEADING 
., let's dance! ( o.k. I 'II ·settle for a road frip,)' 
tine- careful with th.at lighter! To all- a~ 
: aw(:,some time at regionals! '· 
Kim and Lee- The bet big brother and big 
, sister a pl!3dge could ask_ for! Lee- take 
it easy with those window leaps, you never 
know where those ladders will be. Thanks 
for the flowers, what a sweetie, Kim- wh~t 
a surprise. By the way, which-brothers:Gwn 
horses? Sorry 'bout that. take care. Jules. 
J- Well, we've almost made it through the 
semester, I'm psyched for this surnm·er. .. 
hope you are too! love K. , 
SOUADl!I Organizational meeting, Aprii 
7th, rlillsborough-Sullivan Room-MUB 7:30 Dan-o and Denise- I'm wicked psyc.hed 
Everyone Wel come. UNH CH.EERLEAD- to have you as "family' : get psyched for 
ING TRYOUTS!I - lots of good tiinesi luv, Kim 
FLORIDA WINDSURFING $450 SPRING Is this per~onpsyched or what?! 
BREAl'CJoin WEY'FU'N;th'e saiiboarding-- · •• FVC3-ang:· Can'i Wa'it'f,br fo:ni~fft. I haven't -
· sfo're/school, for an exciting break this had liquid pot with you guys in so long! I'm 
year. You fly to Florida, we drive and trailor looki~g forward to a festive evening. MF 
your board I Includes airfare, accommo- me -tool 
dations, and transfers ---- - - ---------
SCUBA for SPRING B-REAK-Join WET · 
FUN, the scwba store/school in Ports-
mouth, for an exotic break this year. Our 
trip includes airfare, resort , boat and 
un·lim.ited diving, rneals, trarisfers, ever-
ything. Call WET FUN today 430-8626 
TRYOUTS- 1986/7 UNH CHEEHLEAD-
ING SOUADI!! Organizational meeting, April 
7th, Hillsborough-Sullivan Room-MUB 7:30 
Everyone welcome. UNH CHEERLEADING 
TRYOUTSIII 
Marc M., Ed G.,John, and Pete. Thanks for 
being such good companyll Thanks, for 
the beer and Pizza Marc -e ven if I am a 
Republican and only 1811!11 
Hi Moe, We'll come and watch_ y9_ur game 
next weedr111 Hi Jeffy!i You really aren't 
a spoile<:J brat!' (Are you??) 
HI Steve L. What Will the N.H do without_ 
such a .terrific sports write~? I'll mi ss our 
.weekly s1Jbstop trips. Thanks for al! yo ~r 
help this. semester, you're great111 · 
come see the NEW HAMPSHIRE-GENTL8-
MEN, BROWN CHA TTERTOCKS: and t,he 
HARVARD OPPORTlJNES at the~-7t·h 
annual N.H. Gentleme.n Spring Song · 
Festival, forticket info. call 862-2290 ' ·•, 
If you're lueky in. life; or niaybe just in the 
right ~lace at the r ight time- you just might 
find a person who w.ill ca.~e) n a way that 
allows you to qe yours·e1t'. arid you will trust 
each other. When this friendship happens, 
you become spsicial, this is "'{hat it's all 
about. Thank you f.or being that someone. 
Thanks you for caring so muc~. J will .never 
f@rget you. JLM 
Mike- Thanks for l he flower Jess - · 
Marc in 412, I heard.from o°n'e'of·your friends 
that you 'd like to meet me. I'd like very much 
to meet y.ou too.rll be in the.Ft9wer lobby 
thursday night at 7:a friend to be ' · 
Dear Ernie at 68 Madbury, mis-s your smile' 
Hope you'll be in touch semetime ·soon! 
Lov.e Bert 
. To the:STEAMBOAT people who jklmped 
. in the ShP.raton ooot don 't VQU wish we 
were the.re right rio.w~ ailed yo_tJr _right K~thy, · 
' it wouldn't have t;>en as much0fun it we-did~'t 
_ .. get oaught! Lov Dominique o/-nd Mar-y .. 
·Jo~ rl,appy 22~d birthd ay! :Only '50tnore 
; day-s l,eft so, lels go for it.Sash ; 61-1 ·or 
maybe 1..1.; they don't know what ;they're 
in td~! Thanks fdJ being·you-i you'rei he b~?t! 
Erin· · · - · · •.· f/\''' · 
Climbing! Climbing! Climbing! April 8th at :,- ~E.'1/0~'oYb~"' ~~ow wh~ ~~u ar;! rf:,,are 
Toby- Spill another drink, a.I Capt. Tony's' Murkland Hall, Room 11 O, 8 p.m., only $2:oo ~- .. f,inal_ly go'.ng t~ ,dQ 11:. HA.PP.~-.t19-lJR: ~r\d.ay 
What was it like ~Jeeping your suitcase? a movie- •~on the Rocks " (extreme rock- -~tod,ay) 4,3.0. S~op_Ly. _la, M~ry_ aAci ;~B , . 
Liz- Volleyball queen of Key .West. LONG climbil'lg of the 80's) and a slide show- "We' re very clossL"} th~n ,!Jbf ;dcf l feel · 
LIVE BILLIE AND \IVILLIE!!! .. · "Nepal, its mountains and people" by 6ar.y like we'r,e } '1,0Qo·,.ooo· '" mili(~Pa~f I _q:¢n't 
To the Tards in Bus 2: Tard Carol-did you · · Scott, international climber and ph,oto- know how 1, ~h,-?·qld ··~~~-1~s:·,r ;t?:~ll·,.tbis. 
ever see Halley's Comet? rard A.M.-how grapher. Doq't keep me "(second) guessihg''' ad-
was the Omen?Tqrd M.-D~or.#? let's make ATTENTION: The New Hampsh·ire' Gen- vice_? well:<"~.hen X?u ~.re~!:l s~r~.9,~~r ... " 
a deal with Mon.ty Hall! Ta.r_d 4-what's it tlemen's Spring Song Festival ~ill be on !'n:i so:rry I, qori1Hnow: · ,,: > '/ · ·: ~J;- ~- · 
like to swim whe~ you're fr,~·$hed? Thanks ' Saturday A~ril 1·2, 1986 at 7::30 p.m. in 1,he Bob B::C.~AIM / OUR ~ .Hll:;~J l'y'~-':h'~d it 
for a -great spring break1 . Granite -St. Room of the MUB. Tickets '"are wlth brief glance$ a·nd qasua:I ne ll tJq: Bpbby 
Moll Woman aka Wench ~eatl Hello from available now at the ticket office or at the < ft.mior needs a f~ fHer.·. rio{ that'. y,e,i\i;c:i bEl 
· Contact Chuck 664-2783 or SGB, PO Box _ 
24, Littleton,, NH 03561 
· the depths of the MUB. I hayen't seen much door: . ,--------~--- a good_ roie model, .b_ut _pl~as/ ~! ,:,Jox e ,Lola 
Thinkjr:ig about playing the .flute? _Silver of you iately and wanted td kn'ow if you were ATTENTION!!ATTENTIONII IT REALLY IS f r o m I_ a • t,! , ·d :'.' ~ - f ''a / a'f'I' e 
plated Glemeinhardt flute in great condition, still o.f warm flesh and ·blood breathing the NOW TH.AT TIME AGA .. IN. PRE-P. RE REG- Bob-what did YOl:J ;do 0 hil{y~;l'l\if~de in 
OVERSEAS JOBS .. Summer, yr. round. 
Europe, S.Amer.,Australia, Asia. All fields . _ will nee.d new paas ana professional musty air of B&N·r:iece,iv,ing . I'm getting ISTRATfoN· WILL BE HELD MONDAY Ft. Lauderdale? ''/'.;'i1it ,, (> 
$
., S cleaning . Take a look- call Abby at 742 - really psyched for:,next y.ear. WE! 're -goiun,g APRIL ' 1_.4t_h.AT 6 ;p.m .- lN THE G. RANI TE .. :.·wanted·. Hot look,·n·temalef·o·-r· a' s,·1·.,1,c' k·',' s·:;u\:'ave 900-2000 mo. ightseeing. Free info. Write 01 17 $125 or best offer. to have a great timell_ Defioityly-the .. wo~ en · ST ,,.. •· ··"· ·- • · · · 
IJC, PO Box 52-NH Corona Del Mar, CA · · ·. A Tc ROOM .IN THE MUB, FOR'PERMIS- . ·kinda guy. Must be an avid DISNEY fan o_ f the eighties. , · ··. SIO · · 
92625 1981 Renault Stationwagon. On.e owner, N REQUIRED CD].JRSES, SO BE PRE- andintoparkinginthebackofmyScirrocoo. 
W a-n t e d: D ... - . ,··R . . ,
8 · 












1+Exper,f np1r,d2 ··. 868-52}4 ,,,. · been great Hope_qJ_o see ,_.,_.,_._.,<_- 1s sprp __ .me_r~_-.; IS.NOW W11:.~.:fi E,_·,,,,_YOW''13)_:"1AN.'.,·:Pt P_· ..oRR, E-_ ...~.· ·moves' Call Don H. 868-3340 " 
,c£nd enthusiasti'c-top bro_ther / sist5rr:r:;~'fiiip> ,_, -»; ·- · . . . , ": ., >, .. , B D A · H I , "' · · · ' " • ' ·, -' ·· · 
·' in Poconos of PA. 6/24 to 8/20. Top salc'i.ry "'• 4· do0H abb1t in, bl liie '. 1f 7'9, AT, AC, good uenos ,as 
O 
mi~~- a .·-~-'iltf· . '• " OUIREMENTS? 'C:orvfE"Tb"PEEF(Aovis- Billiam&Joe-DowemeetagainatMclaugh-: 
:::~:~~:::~:::~=~::;::;~~::;_ ;:~:;;~=~~-M~:•1•1~· 
town, PA.19046 . _ -· - ·. · _., •.· . ...,,_:• 5·7g5;-· ., . .• ,. -•· -· ><.··r.·.,~-:,,··,;- .. crunctiyanatough,su_mmersalmosthere11 ·· A'PRIL?th·T 0 FFUDA-YAPRIL'·1_1th•:·• · -•-- · out· th6se 's'tghts!M:5sa '•'- · "'•'•.,' •··.·t•' 
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CLASSIFIED · 
:1 ,AJTENTION- Summer Jobs-We are now 
/: iqterviewing work study students for A1:TENTION!
1 ATTE_NTION 11 It's that time 
t<s~mmer jobs at the UNH Dairy Bar. If you "·. agaih(groan). ~re-pr~-registrafibn v,,,ill be 
';\~a:re going to be around campus thi!:\ ' · held.Monday ;Apri l 7th at 6pm .in the 
;~·:summer, and are eligibl'e fo.r work study> Stratfprd Roorn-inJhe MlJB, so ,be ·pr,epared 
'\(financial aid), you wil_l ,enjoy working ai -- Be a.part of the 1-986-87 Cheerin.g.Team. 
j .. tt:)e Dairy Bar. W~ have f~II a·nd part-time Athleficguysneededforourteam'Acrobats 
.. ope_nings. Hours:ahd,dats 'ca~· be arr.anged and '§ymnasts too. Organizaitonal meeting · 
- flexibly around ypur-,st.~die~ ~r,_even another April 7th Hillsl;Jotough/ Si..Jllivan ·Rpom 7:30_; 
,.:.·,Job. yve are l0ol<ir:lg'fot,waitpersons, short-
•order cqtjk~. Kifch~m} help / ar:id cleaner~. 
:>:No exfi>e,rjen c~ ):sfe'quireci _·we will train 
~:) ~u. Y~4.Ga~: ~%~n.-_\.i~t\Iii ~t a~~Y, if .your 
:.· work-study ef1g1~1l1ty ·w1ll .:allow, and con-
Be? part or the',19~6-87 Cheering Team:' 
Athletic Guys needed for ourtearr\l''Acro-
. bats qndj 3ymn'asts too. Organizational .· 
meeting April: 7th . Hilliborougt:i / Sullivan 
Room 7:30 · 
Commur,iication Major~,! You're not g~ing·:: 
to -get yaluab le experience by going to · 
crowded communication classes. Take 
the initiative and beeome an ad;ertising 
associate for THE NEW HAMPSHIRE. If 
~:Jinue on ne>st falhf:yb~-wis·h·. The dairy bar 
· .·-is_ a pleasant place to work_:_this summer 
'· tbuld be a fun and profitable one for you. 
>~.Check with the Financial Aid Office about 
::;{your eligibi lity for summer work study, then 
·. j::ome in for an interview. Apply in morning 
· •. '-9efore 11 am, or in the afternoon after 2 you are a dynamic and aggressive fresh-
1/pm, to Dana Glennon, Manager. And if you · man,-sophomore or junior (86 / 87) pick 
t hqve any questions, call us at 862-1006 up an· application in Rm. 1 08: MUB · 
INTERVIEWS BY APPOINTMENT -
ONLY 
-School systems from around the country have 
been invited to participate 
This is a free event sponsored by 
your. Career Planning Office 
and the Job Referral . 
-Service. 
•• - '·> 
, Hey Beth-mud mania?' Oh, my 0Jod' Tennis Mrs. Personality, riow that you know the 
. som1pt,ime?You're my bwddy! ·Me · , . "phone numl;ler" of Lord you can bob over 
oi/iso yiiu th~ught fHe 'ice-ere~~ in m/ :._ on tim'e to db the ~a:ck stmke in yqur leather 
t,ace_:\ ,yas _(urmy?? Yojj just"wajt·sc·otty... pant? we will ,"co_yer up'' th_e, night n_?ises ' 
- H. - · · , with pot ,holes and. cla1ro-l but let's all be 
,- APPY _BI-RTHDAY S_EAN & B~ IA,N-O\JR on time, love K.D: . . 
FAVORl'TE HOUSEBQYS!I ~ove, Chi-0 ---
. - • ., Hapf).y Birthday a,nimal. Hor;ie your per-
W.J.B :·-You looked r~al .-. Pretty in· Pink " sonality gets 12 times better in your 21st 
on Tuesday Altho.ugh I am ·ti'ed Up with year.· ~ove your -roommates i~ Webster 
~ girrf f-,iend right now, my ey<~_s are truly . House, C6. __ you r now the placell!I ' 
on yo:u1!11-Your Athleti<:: Admirer ' 
. BOYTON. BEAd,_ B _  :A __ BE: How do you like 
RWr-f-Easter weekend was a lot 0't,iun- . -
than~1 L; t;s make these last weeks at UNH our new -song? Mope y.ou enjoy'ed your 
the best yet. Get psyched for graduation , vaeation ._ Was~ 't the we'i3_ther great?I Did 
you ,play any tennis? I would real!" like to 
and the celebrations. Circie ' se~ you a~ain . Here 's f.l Y address-look 
HEY D2-ROCK ME AMADEUS!!III forward to -hearing from you: Thomas 
LISA PISA. i'10 more -iced teas tor-'ldu!I We ·· Palumbo, ·.3047 Eastchester Rd. Bronx , 
have to loo!< out ·tor- each oth,er betterll NY 10469. P.S.-NY Air screwed up again. 
Hopefuliy. I won'i be needing a, chaperone P.P.S. In case you don't like to write letters. 
this-weekend because I' ll be :'on the call collect (21'2) 379 -0939 . l \n looking 
waganlll " L~v~ Lor/ Pori ---- -·······- -- · ·· f9~ward lb hearing fron:, youll . 
Keene State College 
Mable Brown Room in 
the Young Student Union 
Main Street 
Keene, NH 
Paul L~ Thanks for last r•r:1-it Bov, vou surP. 
know how to push all the right buttorisl I 
don't think I have ever sweat so much ifl. 
my life1 Please don't blow m~ off--1 k~ow 
how you use and abusel The One Minute 
Lover 
- ----- ---- --
Rich -I'm sorry I lol(e you. Me 
Lori ._Sue & Sharon-Can I borrnw the egg 
bea_t er? I have to go out tonightl Lori , do 
you need a chaperone this weekend? I c~'n 
!I~!?~~- I think his 1st initial is J. (hee, he_e} 
Grush Mush-aggggghl · 
Joseph-I love ice c~bes l!! 
Steve-hey , I like your so.cks, you like ~ Y 
feet? Maybe my feet & your socks should 
meet1 (hee,hee) I'll see you Sat. nt! Lisa 
Scotty-I'm not a loser chickl 
Lisa _S is she,talking to you? You .little lt,Jsh; 
Don 't forget the Hawiian Tropic. 
Extended Deadline!! 







STUDENT JOB BOARD 
_ Part-time position available 
Starting this semester 
Gain valuable work experience 
-in 
•Marketing 
• Public Re,lations 
• Advertising 
-• Personnel-
, • Office Skills 
-
Applications Available in 
Room 322 •in the MUB 
Application DEADtlNE: April 11th 
I 
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PLus· $400 lOWARD 
THE PURCHASE OF A NEW -FORD 
It's. Easy To Qualify 
■ You' must receive at, l_cast a 
b~chclor's d~grec or ·a ·state RN 
·· license bctw~cn October i', " __ 
1985 and September 30, ,1986. · · 
■ You· m~st have verifiable 
employment that begins within 
· 120 days of your qualifying 
vehicle pu,rcha~~ at a sala,:y 
. sufficient to cover ordinary liv-
ing expenses and yovr vehicle 
paymcnf: 
· ■ Your credit record, if yoµ 
These ·Vehicles A~e .. 
Included In The-flan 
Ford: Escort, Escort EXP, 
Tempo, Mustang, ]'hunderbird 
Ford Truck: Aerostar, Bronco II, 
Ranger; F-150 & f-25.0 
The amount of your pre-
approved credit is determined 
. ~ have''one, must indicate pay-
. -· .:me(),.f :11ade as agreed. 
I , ' 
Peirce Ford Sales 
303 ·:Not th Main St . . 
by the qualifying vehicle you -buy, 
and you are eligible for the $400 
directly from Ford even if you 
don't finance your purchase. 
Ma1'.e your best deal and you can 
use the. $400 toward your down 
p~ytnent or get a check from_ 
Ford after the purchase or lease. 
Hurry. If.a vehicle is not in 
dealer stock it must be ordered 
by June ·1, 1986, and delivery of 
all vehicles must be taken by 
August 31, 1986. See your par~ 
tidpating dealer for .complete 
program d~tails . 
Ford Motor 
Credit 
Company Rochest~r, Nf( Q3~67 .. , . FORD 
. (603) 332~~585 
' )C )¢ ac )C 
ROOM 125 . UNIVERSI1Y OF N.H. 
MEMORIAL UNION BUIIDING THE ' 
GRANITE·· 
DUJU!AM, N.H. 03824 
1987 POSITIONS AVAILABLE 
-Production Man·ager 
Photo ,Editor 
Literary Editor · 
Advertising Manager 
Sports Editor 
Please pick up an application in the MUB, room 125. 
The application deadline is• Friday, April 11th 
If you have any questions please call The Granite at 862~1599. 
Remember: 1985 Granites are still on sale for just $5. 
FORTHOSE WHO CAREW-HAT 
·G-OES BETWEEN OUR C.OVERS 
C St ,- ,- ,e ,e ,.. ,c ,. ,e ,c 
)C 
,e 
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. I The Strafford House ! · 
MA·KE YOURSELF 
USEFUL 
' . ~ -------------~ ~ . ! -~iliiiililiill. . l · 
~ - - - l 
l ! . 




,Challenging opportunity av,ailable in · 
_ Student senate for compensated position! of 
' ~ ~ 
' ~ i 
~- - ~ 
\ \ 
\ : 
. ' -~ Single and double occupancy, rooms ( 
............. -................................ .. 
' . . 
. ) Electric heat with individual thermostats · _ ~
l Wall to wall carpeting ~ 
~ [ • • 
STUDENT ACTIVITY PEE COUNCIL i 
~ All rooms completely f~rnished · _ l 
, Refrigerator, stove, and sink in each room/ apartment ~ . , \ 
~ Telephone and television jacKs { . 
-, , CHAIRPERSON • • ~ 
0, .. i Parking available = r ~ ' Laundromat _ c . . . 
q···········································- ! Lounge Area -j ( Year-round patio i 
. . - ' 
-Do a service for both you.r self and .students -
deciding where your SAP goes 
I Th'e StraffOrd H~use is locate.cl i~ ~~e heart of j 
~ Durham, NH with all the fac1httes of' the , 
_ ~ University of New Hampshire· _within walking ~ 
- · d. t · · ~ _ ~ 1s ance. - - _ . . , _ 
I Rental Office at ~ 
i . The _ ~ 
-Applications and informatio11 available 
Room145MUB 
~ '------::a · Strafford House ( . 
~ ------r 868-2192· • 
~ 14 Strafford Av_e : ~ 
~ Durham, N .H. ~ 
~ Office hours ~ 
_ ~ _ _ 9-4, M-F ~-_ 
·.~ ......... ....,,..~.~~...,...-...r-•......--e~~...,...~-...--.~·~·~~....-.~.~-.-..-,,; • ......,...,_....~~.~•\ 
University of New Hampshire . . . 
-SAUL O SIDORE LECTURE SERIES 
Spiritual Values and Society 




, Da.vid Tracy 
Chicago Divinity School, University of Chicago 
The lecture will address two principal issues in the debat~s on interpretation today. The first issue is that of rad ical 
plurality posed by deconstructionist interpretations of language. The second issue is that ~f raqical hisro-rical ambig uity 
posed by critical social theories and post-Holocaust Jewish and Christian thought. The lecture will end with an analysis 
of the need for a revisionary interpretation of rnligion in this new concept bf radical plurality and hisrorical ambiguity. 
Tuesday, April 8, 1986, 
Strafford Room 
Memorial Union Building 
8:00 PM 
Lecture is free and open to the public 
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,Baseball squad_ sweeps Yale 
By Alan Adelman 
To use a golfer's interpreta-
tion of baseball, hitting is for 
show, and pitching, hustle, _and 
defense is for dough. And that's 
· exactly how the UNH baseball · 
squad swept a pair at Yale on 
Saturday afternoon. 
Head coach Ted Conner's 
Wildcats took the front end S-
O and the nightcap 2-1. 
As Conner said, "the pitching 
will have to keep us in the games 
this year. Our hitting isn't as 
strong as last yea.r and we can't · 
get too far behind.•.!.. · 
Pitching was the story in the 
opener, Riding the' five-hit 
pitching of ace sou.thpaw Jon 
Gilbert, 5he Wildcats got all the 
-runs tlr'ey needed in the top of 
the fifth. 
For four innings Yale pitcher 
David Myerson matched.goose 
eggs with Gilbert. But Wildcat 
.first baseman Scott Chilson (2-
2, 1 run) led off the fifth with· 
a double to left. Darren Marcou 
singled to drive Chilson .home _ 
with what would eventually be 
thG: game-winning.RBI. 
Tom Ferrin (2-3, 1 , run) . 
follo-~ved with a safety to right, 
moving Marcou to third. Conner 
then called for the' fake squeeze. 
The play -resulted in Fer_rin 
stealing second without-drawing 
a throw. -
S"ophomore shortstop Bob 
-Barrett _worked Myerso.n (9r a 
. walk tcdoad the bases with none .. 
out. Kevin Mello forced Marcou 1 
· at the plate for the first out of 
the inning. Bob Schuler then 
grounded into a force at second, 
but drove Ferrin in on the play. 
Captain Mike Shriner (.452 
average; .903 slugging, 16 RBI's) 
knocked home Barrett and Schul.: 
er with a dutch double tq right, 
then came around to score on 
catcher Rich Wilkens' single up 
the middle. Peter Cor.nellier 
grounded t9 first to e11d the five 
run inning. Tµat ended the 
scoring for the first game. 
Gilbert ( 1-0, 0.90 era) cruised 
in for a complete game sh1,1to11t, 
walking only one while striking 
out four. The W1ldcats ·will by ·. 
relying l}eavily on their to senior 
moundsman if they are going 
to comend wit,h Maine_ for the 
ECAC North title. 
The Wildcats got a gutsy 
performance from sophomore 
hurler Tom Charbono in com-
pleting the sweep. Once again 
the Wildcats waited until the 
fifth to score all their runs. 
Ch_arbono was pitching into and 
out of jams all . through the · 
game, always coming up.with 
the clutch pit.ch to put out the 
fire. 
Marcou di.d ~i~ best Bud,dy 
Bell imitation at_ third and 
helped Charbo-no more -than 
once in notching f i·v_e p'utouts. 
Yale had runners in scoring 
p9sition with o_ne out in the. 
fourth and seventh, but couldn't 
get the job done. Inlhe second, · 
third, and sixth in.nings, Yale 
had runners in· scoring position 
with two out, but cquldn't reach 
Chai;-bono for a clutch hit. ~ 
In the Wildcats' fifth, Marcou 
walked with one out and pro-
ceeded to steal · second. Jon 
Hoadley followed with a walk 
and Ferrin loaded the bases 
when the Yale pitcher couldn't 
field his bunt. Sho:r-tstop Mike 
Lassonde drew a walk with the 
bases loaded for the first Wildcat 
run. Wilkins capped-the scoring 
for the day, hitting,a sacrifice 
fly to right for a game-winning 
RBI. . 
Charbono (2-1, 3_.86 era) gave 
the Wildcats .another complete 
game and scattered only six hits 
in seven inqings. 
The Wildcats (5-3) open the 
ECAC North ·season over the 
weekend at Siena in a Saturday 
doubleheader and a Sunday 
single game. They, have their 
home opener with doublehead-
ers against Bowdoin and Rhode 
Tsland, Wednesday and Thurs-
day. 
The UNH baseball sqaud capitalized on two fine pitching performances to take a doubleheader 
_from Yale. JonGilbert won the opener 5-0 and Tom Charbano the se~ond game 2-1.(file photo) 
--------GARBERS--------
my father and ~ is enjoyable," 
said Ted. "We know a lot about 
the way each other coaches." 
"-Saturday will definitely be 
a good game," Ted continued. 
"We will have to put ev~rything _ 
on the line: heart, head and 
(continued from page 32) 
intensity. This year is the first 
year UMass has offered full 
scholarships for lacrosse, so the 
· competition _will be really 
tough." 
· Last yer UNH beat UM ass 
16-1_4 but in 1984 UMass came 
away with a 12-6 victory. 
Competition between Wild- · 
cat's Ted Garber and UMass' 
Richard Garber will rekindle 
· at 1 pm Saturd;:_iv on the UMass 
.Boyd Hill. 
----------LAX-WOMEN--------
second half, and with the superb 
goaltending by Cathy Narsiff 
. with 8 out of8 saves, UNH went 
on to score ten goals. 
This weekend UNH will 
(continued from page 32) 
travel tO Virginia for perhaps 
the most trying games of their 
season a~ · they face the number 
one and ·two· ranked teams in 
the country. The Wiidcats are 
scheduled ro take on James 
Madison Sm1day, and Saturday 
they are to play University 01 
Maryland, who will be out for 
revenge after losing 6-5 to UNH 




by Aaron Ferraris 
. . . 
~11d Phillip·AJ1drews 
This week's hot spor~s topic is the Boston Red Sox. ·How 
come we have this awful feeling that the Bosox are going 
to be the Blosox in 1986? Did the front office do anything 
1 in the off-season to better the club? One of the r:easons 
the Sox only win the pennant once every o"ther silver , 
anniversary or so is that the front office tailors the team · 
to Fenway Park. Instead of getting fast athletes, they try 
to get the power hitters. Now, there is nothing wrong· with 
power hitters: but, they must be augmented correctly. Instead 
of slow, long-ball hitters, why doesn't -Lou Gorman or 
Haywood Sullivan bring in some speed? Trade for Kirk 
Gibson; grab some disenchanted base-steaJers. So what 
if Fenway Park, with the 3 7 foot tall Green Monster only 
315 feet away in left field, is a homerun· hitter.'s delight. 
They only play half of their games there. What the Sox · 
need is some young blood that can run, not waddle down-
the base paths. By the way for you Red Sox enthusiasts 
who need to know: total seating capacity at Fenway is 33,583. 
-There are 1,568 roof box seats, 13,250 box seats, 12,202 
. reserved grandstand seats, and 6,563 bleacher seats. The 
number to call to buy tickets is: (617) 267-8661...More Red 
Sox news: Larry Kelly, a UNH graduate who used . to work 
in the sports information off ice, is interning this summer '.: . 
· with the Boston Red Sox. Sounds Uke a tough job, doesn't :·· 
it ... The Men's Lax team jnst received some good news: the 
New England Sports Network (NESN) is ·going to bfoadcast 
two upcorriing games: tomorrow's game against UMass -
at Amher-~t and the May 3 clash against Army at Cowell 
Stadium. The color man for those broadcasts will be Mr. 
UNH Lacrosse, Steve Glover. Glover holds the all-time 
records for goals and points in lacrosse for the U niver-
sity ... "Lo,u.is, Louis, Lou-is(ee)," etc. That chant is what 
they've been singing in Kentucky this past week as the · 
University of Louisville brought home the 1986 NCAA 
basketball title with their 72-69 out-musding of Duke 
University Monday _n-ight. How about Freshman Pervis ,., 
"Not Nervous" Ellison? He bacame the first freshman 
· to ever win the MVP award for the championship game 
in the 42-year history of the contest;. and at eighteen years . 
. of age, he's just a baby. But, you do_ have to feel a little bit 
sorry for the Blue-Devils from Duke: they were ranked 
number qne in the country for most of the season, and their 
· 37 · wins were the most an)' college hoop team had ever won. 
Besides th!¼t, they were trying fot their' schools first National 
Championship in any sport. Oh well, they may not have 
to wait another fifty years to get another chance at 
it ... Anyways, who cares about Duke. It was only four years 
.ago, Wednesday, December 29, 1982, at 7:30 pin to be exact, 
that the men's hoop team from UNH played a Duke team 
that featured three freshmen that were key players in 
Monday'·s National Championship game. Freshman Johhny 
Dawkins, Matk Alarie, and Jay .Bilas played that evening. 
Unfortunately for UNH, Robin Dixon and At McClain were : 
hurt apd didn't play. To make matters worse, starting center 
· for the Wildcats, Dan Nolari, had ·his worst game of the 
year and finished the contest with zero points and only 
four rebounds. UNH was only down by two at the half; 
but, they got blown out in the second half and lost by 
31...Fq_rmer UNH hockey player Steve Leach, now playing 
for the Washington Capita-Is, scored his first NHL goal 
last week against Hartford. That makes three former UNH 
players that now skate for Washington: Rod L,angway and 
Bobby Gould being the other two'. .. Answer to last weeks 
trivia question: the Seven Blocks of Granite was the name 
given to the 1937 Fordham University football defensive 
line. They ·were· the major part of the most formidable defense 
of that era. Two of the Seven Blocks were All-Americans 
- center Alex Wojciechowicz and tackle Ed Franco. and th~ 
· rest were just c;tbout at th~t level. (Remember: back in those 
days, football- players played both ways, so when For:dham 
was on offense; the Seven Blocks of Granite were still on 
the field.) A .man who would become a football legend also 
played guard for Fordham; his mos.t memorable achievements 
would come after he hung up his uniform, however. His 
.name was Vince Lombardi ... This week's trivia question:· 
what UNH coach has coached at UNH for the longest (could 
be more than one sport, too)?'See ya next week. · 
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Wildcat lax-women ·trample BU and UVM 
By Ami Walsh-~ 
The UNH women's lacrosse 
team began its pursuit of ,:moth-
er National Title by opening 
its season with two victories this 
week. 
On Monday, at Memorial 
Field, UNH trounced Bosto.n 
University t-7-2. BU opened the 
scoring four minutes into the 
game with a free position. It was 
BU's only goal of the first half, 
as UNH came back with 14 
unanswered goals. 
Center Pauline Collihs started 
the momentum for the Wiid-
cats, scoring the first goal of 
1986 season. Collins, Karen 
• Geromini and co~captain Suzie 
Haynes led the scoring for the 
Wildcats with three goals each. 
Anne Sherer, Mary Rogers, Barb 
Marois, Lynn Abbott and Katey 
Stone- added one goal each. 
"h's nice to start oµt the 
season with a team effort win," 
said Coach Margie Anderson 
after Monday's game. "But there 
_ are a number of things we still 
need," Anderson said. "Our 
connections weren't working 
well and we shuuidn't be run-
ning the ball so mµch." 
·we<lnesday, in another high 
scoring game, the Wildcats · 
overwhelmed the University of 
Vermont 18-4. 
UVM surprised the Wildcats 
by pulling all their attack players 
into the defense to double team 
UNH attack players. The tactic 
only caused some momentary 
problems fo_r UNH in the first 
half, keeping the score to 8-4 
at the .half. 
UNH came out strong in the 
LAX-WOMEN, page 31 · 
,'·Garber vs. Garber 
in lacrosse match 
By Mar.la G. Smith 
Father and son will meet face 
to face Saturday, April 5 in the 
offense. But do you know what? 
I never did teach Ted how to 
coach. He taught himself." 
But what is it like to compete 
The UNH women's lacrosse team had no trouble winning its first two games. The Wildcats 
~efeated BU 17-2 and UVM 18~4.(file p'hoto) . UMass/UNH men's lacrosse 
game. 
For UMass coach Richard 
· . Garber, and his son;UNH coach 
Ted Garber, this will be their 
sixth meeting in four years. 
son against father? 
"It'sa .hardthingtodescribe L · , •1 • t• 
' it1words,"saidRichard. "My .ax-men p.reva1 ID over 1me __ 
wife even has a hard time . 
"It should be an excellent 
game/' said Richard 'Garber, 
who has been coaching UMass 
men's lacrosse for 32 years and 
has been recently named to the · 
Hall of Fame. 
· "My son has done a great job. 
of coaching and developing the 
UNH lacrosse team," he con-
tinued. "We have very similar 
teams. We both like to ge.nerat~ 
dealing with it. But she'll go to By Marla G. Smith 
the games and cheer for UNH It wok the UNH Wil'dcats 
and Ted. She says that he's he't one minute and thirty-one se- · 
flesh and blood, but I'm her coods in overtime Wednesday 
friend." · afternoon to defeat the U niver-
UNH coach Ted Garber has · sity of Vermont Catamounts, 
been coaching the men's la- 12-11, in Burlington. 
Crosse team for eight years. 
Prior to UNf::1 he , taught ·in 
Avon, Connecticut. 
''The competition between 
GARBERS, page 31 
,Mike McCaffrey assisted Bar-
ry Fraser on the winning goal, 
.. moving UNH's record to 2-2. 
"Dav-e A_pp·lefeld played 
great," said head coach Ted 
Garber about the UNH goalie. 
"He proved that he can play 
right along with Andy Soma 
(the UNH starting goalie), and 
Soma is the best goalie in New 
England ... " -
• UNH has won its last six 
overtime games . . . 
"Even though we got aheaJ 
The Wildcat men's lacrosse team began its northern schedule with a 12-11 victory over the Catamounts of the University 
of Vermont. The win evened UNH's record at 2-2.(file ph?to) · 
in the start of the game, w·e had 
· to show a fot of guts and heart 
to win," said Garl;)er. "It's always 
tough play.ing UVM." 
_ UNH led after the first quar-
ter S-2, with goals from McCaf-
frey, Tom Sni>w, Steve Thomas 
and two goals by _Tom Arrix. 
UNH's offense slowed down 
in the second quarter. Barry 
Fraser (2 goals, ·1 assist) scoreJ 
the only Wildcat goal. 
UVM closed in on the Wildcats 
w I th three g(la Is making the 
score at the ·end of the second 
quarter 6-5 UNH. 
UNH moved back into action 
in the third quarter with goals 
from Fraser, .Brendan O'Brien, 
Jack Mungovan, and Ron Ban-· 
·sak. -. 
UVM stayed dose thr.ou_gh 
the third g,::mer, trailing UN,H, -
10-7. . 
lt was in the fourth quarter 
that UVM bombarded UNH . 
. goali.e ApplefelJ with shots . • 
Although Applefeld made 15 
saves Wednesday afternoon, 
four shots edged past him. 
UNH 's one goal by Arrix tied 
the score 11 - 11 befo>re the UNH 
overtime victory. 
UVM was. led ,by Scott Ga-
brielson and Karl Longrnuir 
with three goals each, Craig 
Mygatt with two goals, and 
Mark Woods, Torn Saltonstall 
an? Chris Capano with one goal 
apiece. 
The Wildcats travel to Am-
herst, MA. SaturJay, April 5 for 
the UMass opening home game. 
